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A New Handheld Computer for Technical Professionals, by Susan L. Wechsler Programmablein BASIC,the HP-718 can control instrumentsand peripheralsand talk to other
computers.lt also can be used as an algebraic calculator.
Soft Configuration Enhances Flexibility of Handheld Computer Memory, by Nathan
Meyers This techniqueallows the CPU to reassigna device's address space and lets the
user dedicate portions of RAM for independenfuse.
Custom CMOS Architecture for a Handheld Computer, by James P. Dickie A 4-bit CPU
provides a 512K-byteaddress space and uses a 64-bit internalword size.
Packaging the HP-718 Handheld Computer, by ThomasB. Lindberg An innovativecombination of standard manufacturingtechniquesa//owsa very compact design.
Authors
Module Adds Curve-Fitting and Optimization Routines to the HP-71B, by StanleyM.
Blascow, Jr. and James A. Donnelly This plug-in ROM can fit data to a variety of built-in
functions or, given a function of up to 20 variables, find values for local minima or maxima.
ROM Extends Numerical Function Set of Handheld Computer, by Laurence W. Grodd
and Chartes M. Patton Full use of complex variables, integration, matrix algebra, and
polynomial root finding are some of the capabilities provided by this plug-in module.
Plug-ln Modute Adds FORTH Language and Assembler to a Handheld Compuler, by
Robert M. Miller This ROM adds an alternateprogramming language and the ability to
define new BASICkeywords or FORTHprimitives.
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me aboutthe HP-71BHandheld
Computeris howmuch
Thethingthatmostimpresses
(Thecoverphotobothphysically
is packedintoits smalldimensions,
andcomputationally.
graphillustrates
the physicalaspect.Seepage18 for the identityof the parts.)Insteadol
leaturesin ihis limitedspace,l'll leavethatto the
tryingto tellyouaboutall of its advanced
thingsin this9.7x19x2.5-cenin thisissueandjustmention
someof theunusual
articles
timeter,340-grampackage.
units,the
whichhave8-bitor 16-bitcentralprocessing
Unlikemostpersonalcomputers,
HP-7'lBhasa 4-bitCPUandworkswith4-bitnibblesinsteadof 8-bitbytes.lt canaddress
of ROMand RAM.Fully
morethan a meganibble-halfa megabyte<f memoryin variouscombinations
loadedwithspecial-purpose
softwarein plug-inROMmodules,it has 17.5Kbytesof RAMand 320Kbytes
of ROM.MaximumRAMis 33.5Kbyteswiththe minimumROMof 64Kbytes.ThestandardBASIClanguage
has an impressive
240 keywords,but if thosearen'tenough,you can add to themby meansof language
youwantit to mean.
meanswhatever
files.Youcan redefinethe keyboardso thateachkeystroke
extension
programming,
whichmeansthata subprogram
cancallitselfoverandover
HP-71B BASICallowsrecursive
again.Withone of the plug-inROMs,you can overrideBASICand programin FORTH,a languagethat's
has lull
There'sonly a one-linedisplay,but the programmer
widelyusedfor microprogram
development.
controlof it and can evendo graphics.To encouragepeopleto take advantageof all of theseprogram
tellsallabouttheoperating
system
features,
setof documents
development
andcustomization
a three-volume
Andbecausethe smallkeyboardis a drawbackif you'redoinga lotof typing,as youwould
andarchitecture.
the HP-71B lets you hookit up to a personalcomputerand use the host's
be for programdevelopment,
(Hewlett-Packard
Interface
Loop)moduleletsyouusethe HP-718
keyboardanddisplay.An optionalHP-IL
or othercomputers.
in battery-powered
systemsand allowsit to talkto peripherals
as a controller
mathstandard,which
The HP-71Bis the first handheldto implement
the proposedIEEEfloating-point
to usealgebraic
lt's alsothefirstHP handheld
includessuchconceptsas infinities
andNaNs(not-a-number).
(Youneedan = keyforBASIC,sowhynot?)Finally,
to preventunauthorized
insteadof reversePolishnotation.
lf the userdoesn'tprovide
accessto programs
anddata,youcan lockthe HP-71B withyourownpassword.
the passwordis to clearthe
the rightpassword,
the computerturnsitselfotf. The onlyway to circumvent
memory,in whichcasethere'snothingto protect.
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A New Handheldcomputer for Technical
Professionals
This small computationaltool functions both as a
BASlC-programmable
computerand as an advanced
scientific calculator.Equipped with the appropriate
modules,itcan controlinstruments,
storeand retrievedata
and programs, perform complex number and matrix
calculations,or be used for software development.
by SusanL. Wechsler
INCE1971,WHEN HEWLETT-PACKARD
introduced
its first scientific electronichandheldcalculator,the
HP-35,tHP handheldcalculatorshave steadilvincreased in capability. The HP-652 could be programmed
and had a built-in motor-driven card reader for mass storage. The HP-qtC3 added system capabilities; through the
addition of plug-in modules, it could control peripherals
and extend its computational capabilities. HP's handheld
calculators became more than mere computational toolsthey became small computers designed for convenient personal use by the technical professional.
The HP-71B Computer (Fig. 1) is the latest entry in this
progression of increasingly more powerful handheld products. In addition to retaining almost all of the capabilities

of its predecessors, it also can be programmed in a highlevel language, using its powerful built-in BASIC operating
system with over 240 keywords. The internal math routines
have 12-digit accuracy and conform to the proposed IEEE
floating-point math standard.a All of the electronics, the
QWERTY-style keyboard with separate numeric keypad,
22-character liquid-crystal display, 64K-byte ROM operating system, 17.5K-byte user RAM, and battery power supply are contained in a 37/ex77zx1-inch pocket-sized package that weighs 12 ounces. (See article on page 1.2 for a
discussion of the packaging techniques used in the HP-71B.)
The HP-71B has four ports for adding RAM or ROM to
the mainframe, which has an address space of up to 512K
bytes. Currently, aK bytes of RAM or up to 64K bytes of

Fig. 1. Ihe HP-718 Computeris
HP's latest and most powerful
handheld computer. lntended for
use by the technical professional,
it can be used as a highly advanced algebraic calculator andl
or as a computer using a buillin
24)-keyword BASIC programming language. Four ports allow
addition of more RAMandlor ROM
to expand systemmemoryand to
enhance the HP-718's computational power. An optional handpulled card reader module can be
added for local portable mass
slorageand an HP-ILmodulecan
be added for communicationwith
peilpheralsand instruments.
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ROM can be added to each port. The HP-71B can be further
expandedby adding the optional handpulled 82400ACard
Reader Module for mass storage and the 824014 HP-IL
Interface Module for communication and control of
peripheralssuch as display monitors, cassettedrives,printers, and instruments.s
To take full advantage of the capability within its compact package,the machine has two modes.CALCmode (see
box on page 6) is an algebraic calculator environment that
makes intermediate calculations easy.BASIC mode is an
environment in which programs can be entered, edited,
and run. These two modes share the same variables and
both have accessto the many built-in math and statistics
functions. The statistics functions can handle data for up
to fifteen independent variables to calculate means, standard deviations, correlations, linear regression,and predicted values.
In all respects,the HP-718 is intended as a useful tool
for the technical professional.The design philosophy was
to provide the user with maximum capability wherever
possible.An example of this philosophy is the implementation of variables. Variables remain intact until the user
explicitly destroys them. Hence, variables set from the
keyboardareavailablefor usein programs.Also, the HP-718
implements dynamic variable allocation, meaning that
users are freed from having to dimension arrays and allocate string variables at the beginning of their programs.
Within a program, a variable can be dimensioned and used
statement),
as an array, later destroyed(usingthe DESTROY
and then used as a scalar or redimensionedas a larger or
smaller array. Dynamic variable allocation allows more ef-

CALC

Fig.2. The HP-718's liquid-crystal display provides a 22-charac'
ter window into a 96-character
line. The pixels forming the
characters can be individuallY
read and controlled for Program
input and specialgraphics output.
Display contrast and oPttmum
viewing angle can also be adjusted for user convenience.

ficient RAM use. since a program can prompt for input

before variable allocation. In this way variables can be dimensionedbasedon current user input demands,eliminating wasteful RAM use basedon worst-case(maximum anticipated size) variable allocation.
BASIC Language
While the HP-718'scustom four-bit parallel processoris
optimized for fast, accurate BCD (binary-codeddecimal)
calculations, it is also well suited to minimize RAM requirements for BASIC code tokens. Each token occupies
one or more nibbles (a nibble is four bits), a RAM economy
more difficult to achieve with byte-oriented processors.
HP-71B BASIC allows multistatement lines for further optimization of RAM use.
The BASIC operating system optimizes program branching. Labels allow branching to any statement. Aside from
the added convenienceand readability of labels,they are
maintained as a linked list to reduce searchtime. When a
line number reference is first encountered, the relative
offset to the referenced statement is stored so that subsequentbranchesare faster.
HP-71,8BASIC provides a real-time clock and three timers. Many of the programmable statements interact with
the clock and timers so that with the addition of the optional 82401A HP-IL Interface Module, the HP-718 is an
ideal choice for a low-cost, battery-poweredcontroller.
The implementationof subprogramson the HP-718helps
make it an especially powerful handheld computer. Parameters can be passed to a subprogram by reference or by
value. Subprogramscan be written in BASIC or HP-71B

Flg.3. Keyboard of the HP-718
Computer.
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assembly language.(Assembly languagesubprogramsoffer
increased system access as well as faster execution.)
Whether the called subprogram is written in assembly language or BASIC, all variables and execution stacks in the
calling environment are preserved,
A useful subprogramfeature in the HP-71B is recursive
programming. By allowing a subprogramto call itself, some
advancedcalculationscan be done much more easilv.
Display
A one-line, liquid-crystal display (Fig. 2) provides a 22character window into a 96-characterline. The display
consists of 132 columns of eight dots each, called pixels.
Each characterdisplayed usessix columns. The sixth column is blank for characterspacing.The display contrast
and optimum viewing angle can be adjusted to one of 16
values for user convenienceby using the CONTRAST
command.
The standard character set contains 128 characters and
an alternate set of 128 characters can be defined by the
user. This characterset may reside in RAM or a plug-in
ROM, giving applications added flexibility in conveying
information through the display.
In addition to increasing the character set, the user can
take complete control of the pixels in the display. This
allows simple graphicsand eye-catchingpatternsto be displayed. It is also possibleto read the pattern of pixels from
the display, modify the pattern,and then redisplay it. This
allows a number of useful applications to be written in
BASIC,including column scrolling and a graphicseditor.
To work around the limitations of the small display,
special editing keys are included on the keyboard. These
keys allow character inserting, replacing, and deleting,
scrolling the 96-characterline to the left or right, and deleting from the cursor position through the end of the line.
A command stackcontains a history of the last five lines
entered, so that the display is actually a window into a
96-character-by-5-line
field. It is possible,through BASIC,
to extend the command stack to 16 lines. The command
stackis a major factor in the userfriendlinessof the HP-71B
operating system,in that it allows easy error recovery,reduces user keystrokes,and minimizes dependenceon an
external monitor for editing large programs. For example,
if an operation generatesan error, the user can recall several
lines to the display to determinewhat causedthe problem.
Often, when the problem is recognized, only one or two
keystrokesarerequired to modify previousinput, and using
the line editing keys, lines are easily edited and reentered.
The convenience of this becomes apparent when input
lines contain up to B0 or 90 characters.
Keyboard
The HP-71B has a Q\MERTY-style keyboard for alphanumeric entry and a numeric keypad for convenient
entry of numerical data (Fig. 3). To simplify programming
and calculations, forty-two typing aids on the keyboard
cover the most commonly used BASIC keywords and math
and statistics functions. Accessedby using the gold t shift
key, these typing aids are arranged in logical groupings of
program branching, I/O, file management, trigonometry,
and statisticskeywords. Coupled with the user's ability to

add or substitute typing aids with redefined keys (discussedlater), this holds user keystrokesto a minimum.
To further reduce user keystrokes,an implied Dtsplay
statement was implemented. Implied otsp almost eliminates the need to type in the keyword DISP,even in statements embeddedin multistatement lines.
Customization and Expansion
A major question faced by the design team was how to
build a useful handheld computer with maximum potential
for expansion and customization. Part of the answer was
to use LEX (languageextension) files to extend and customize the operatingsystem.LEXfiles do this in two ways.
First, they provide a means of adding BASIC keywords to
the operating system. Up to 256 keywords can be added
per LEXfile, in addition to the keywords already available
in the baseoperatingsystem and other LEXfiles. No capability is sacrificed when adding keywords to the machinethe operatingsystemis iust further enhanced.Second,LEX
files can contain machine languageroutines called poll
handlers that have an opportunity to respond when a particular piece of operating system code is executed. For
example,poll handlers can be used to take over control of
the display and keyboard,add file types to the system,and
substitutelocal languagemessagesfor the existing English
ones, making it easy to adapt software on the HP-Z1B to
other languages.The challenge to the design team was to
provide the hooks, known as polls, in all the key parts of
the operating system so that the HP-71B could be customized for virtually any application.
Key Redefinition
Another design decision was to allow the keyboard to
be redefined. Every key on the keyboard, along with its
shifted definitions, can be redefined, except for the gold t
and blue g shift keys. There are three types of key redefinitions. Two are typing aids. When these redefined keys are
pressed,the charactersassignedto the key are added to
the display contents. One of the typing aids includes an
implied ENDLINE,so that whatever the redefined key enters
in the display line is then immediately executed.The third
type of key redefinition executesthe operation assigned
to the redefined key without altering the display first. This
type of key redefinition is useful for emulating RPN (reverse
Polish notation) operation, in that a key can be redefined
to call a program that reads the display for input and then
performs the desired calculation. Then, all the user has to
do to useRPNis type the input and hit the redefinedkey.
A keyboard redefinition is stored in a special file, known
as a KEYfile. For each application, a different KEYfile can
be created.Thesefiles can be maintained in RAM or stored
on a mass storagemedium such as a card. A particular KEY
file can be designatedas the current keyboard configuration
whenever the correspondingapplication is being used.
File Management System
The HP-71Bhas a sophisticatedfile managementsystem.
Its memory can contain multiple files-the number is limited only by the amount of available RAM. The operating
system recognizes seven file types (BASIC,DATA,SDATA,
TEXT,LEX,BlN,and KEY),and allows LEXfiles to support
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Calculator Mode for a Handheld Computer
As a computer,the HP-71Bspeaks BASIC.But how should it
behaveas a calculator?WhileBASICallowsthe user to evaluate
arithmeticexpressionsfreely, experiencehas shown that this
alone is unsatisfactoryfor experimentalcalculation-too much
is hidden by the process.And RPN(reversePolishnotation),th+
simple but powerful language used by other HP calculators,
seems inappropriateon thls machine becauseits formatdiffers
from that used in BASICexpressions.
What'sleft?One possibilityis the display-drivenfeedbackloop
used by some other handheldcomputers.This systemis based
on reparsingthe contentsof the machine'sdisplay buffer. lt is
easy to explain to the user and it deliversintermediateresults,
but all of the digits in those intermediateresultsmust be in the
display if accuracy is to be maintained.This is a very annoying
propertyin a scientificcalculator.
As a better alternative,the HP-718 uses an operator-precedence parserwithvaluesubstitution(OPl/S), lt acceptsstandard
arithmeticexpressions,just as BASICdoes, but it evaluatesthem
as they are entered,maintaining12-digitaccuracy regardless
of the display setting. Also, it detects syntax errors in a very
forgivingway.
A simplifiedversionof this algorithmis presentedby the flowcharts shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The simpliliedparseroutlined
in Fig. 1 recognizesexpressionscomposed of integersand binary operators.Functions,monadicoperators,and parentheses
all add modest complicationsto the actual algorithm
The use of OPI/S on the HP-718 Computeris called cALc
mode. Aside from showing intermediateresults,it has several
helpfulfeaturesthat set it apart from other calculators:
I Delimiteranticipation.Hit the ( key and a matchingclosing
parenthesis
enteredin the HP-71B'sdisplay.
is automatically
Mismatchedparenthesescannot occur in cALc mode. Also,
cALc mode knows how many argumentsa functionrequires.
When a functionname followedby an opening parenthesisis
typed in, the correct number of commas are placed in lhe

Fig. 1. Flowchartfor operator-precedence parser with value
substltutlon (OPIVS).
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Fig. 2. Decompiler flowchart.

function'sargumentlist in anticipationof the need for them.
r lmplied result. For instance,take the case where the user
calculates4x5 + 10, and then decidesto take the sine of
this result.cALc mode makesthis easy, since it understands
empty parenthesesto mean the previousresult.For example,
usingthe HP-71B'styping aid for stN causesstN0to be displayedby the HP-71B's liquid-crystal
display;then pressing
the El,tDL|NEkey causesthe HP-71B to calculateand display
the sine of the resultof the previouscalculation.
r Backwardexecution.Experimentalcalculationsare tentative;
the user frequentlywants to undo something and then try
somethingelse. Pressingthe BACK key on the HP-71B's
keyboardwill undo as many operationsas desired,one operation per press of the key-all the way back to the beginning
of an expression.This featurewas implementedat no cost in

additional types as needed.
The HP-718 gives users the capability to partition the
internal and plug-in RAM. Unless configured otherwise,
plug-in RAM automatically extends system RAM, which
contains not only files, but program control information,
savedenvironments,and variablesas well. However,RAM
partitioned with the FREEPOBTcommand is maintained
as a separate,independent entity with its own set of files.
RAM maintained in this way is called independent RAM.
Once a RAM is freed in this manner, files can be created
and edited on that RAM with the samecommandsthat are
used to edit a file in system RAM; the operation is transparent to the user.Files can be copied from an independent
RAM to system RAM and vice versa.This memory partitioning can speedprogram execution in a number of ways.
When files in memory are referenced with their optional
location specifier,file searchtime is reduced.Having several smaller memory partitions instead of one very large
one minimizes time spent moving memory when files
changesize or are purged. When the files on an independent RAM are no longer required and the RAM is needed
to extend systemRAM, the CLAIMPORTcommand is used
to undo the FREEPORTcommand.
Dynamic memory movement, a complicated processto
implement in any machine, was further complicated by
the independent RAM capability. Every time files move
(purging a file or changing the size of a file), all affected
addressreferencesmust be changedto reflectthe new memory layout. To accomplish this, a referenceadiust routine
is called that adjustsall addressreferences,including those
saved on execution stacks (FOR...NEXT
loops, GOSUB)and
in saved environments. The algorithm for adjusting
addresseshad to take into account severalfactors:
r There can be many different file chains in RAM configured at disjoint addresses.
I Commands executed from the keyboard are executed out
of a buffer that immediately follows the main file chain.
A command can be a multistatement line in which any
one or all of the statementscausefiles to move.
I A program can call a subprogram in another file, and
the calling program can move in memory or even be
purged.
I Any statementin a multiline user-definedfunction can
move memory.
Updating addresseswas among the bigger software design

user RAM.
I Commandstack, key definitions,and user-definedfunctions.
These featurescombine to make the HP-71B'sCALCmode
flexibleand dynamic.
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challengesin making the user interfaceto files on independent RAMs friendly and transparent.
The addedcapability of independentRAMs requiredthat
somefile commandspreviously definedfor the HP-75ComputerGbe extendedand that somenew commandsbe added.
For example,since files of the samename can exist simultaneously in system RAM and in independent RAM, the
file catalog information indicates where in memory a file
resides.In addition, all file commands(COPY,PURGE,
EDIT,
TRANSFORM,
CAT, and LIST) allow an optional device
specifier to indicate which memory device is being referenced. The SHOWPORTcommand was added to display
information on all ROMs and independent RAMs configured in the system.
FIle Security
Included in the file management system are two levels
of file security-secure and private. The SECURE
statement
allows users to protect their files from inadvertent modifications; it guards users against making a mistake they may
regret. A secured file cannot be purged or modified, but
can be unsecured with the UNSECURE
statement.On the
other hand, making a file private by executing the PRIVATE
statement prevents people from copying software that they
shouldn't have accessto. A PRIVATE
file can only be executed or purged; it cannot be modified or copied. Once a
file is made private, it remains so-privacy cannot be undone. However, a PRIVATE
file can be protected against
erasureby using the SECURE
statementand later unsecured
by the UNSECURE
statementso that it can be purged.
A global protection capability is also availableby using
the LOCKstatement.With this statement,a user can prevent
unauthorized use of an HP-71.8by assigninga password.
Then when the FIP-718is turned on, it requeststhe password, and if the entry is not correct,the HP-718 turns itself
off. The password can only be bypassedby clearing all
memory, in which casethere is nothing left to protect.
The issue of security presentedmany designchallenges.
Since the CLAIMPOBTcommand destroysany files in the
independent RAM, special code was added so that use of
the CLAIMPORTcommand resultsin an error messageif any
files in the RAM are secured.But the biggestchallengein
maintaining file security was related to the implementation
of the PEEKg
and pOxEcommands.Supportingfile security
from BASIC without PEEK$and POKEwas easv.However.
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HP-IL Interface Module for the HP-718 Computer
TheHP 82401AHP-lLInterfaceModuleis designedto complement and extendthe HP-71B Computer'scapabilitiesby providIning a powerful,flexiblel/O structure.HP-lL (Hewlett-Packard
standardserial interfacefor
terface Loop) is Hewlett-Packard's
portable,battery-poweredcomputers.rMajorobjectivesfor this
plug-in module were l/O speed, flexibility,and easy integration
with the HP-71B electronicsand operatingsystem.The module
extends the print, display, and file transfer capabilitiesof the
HP-718,and providesa generall/O capabilityfor use with instrumentsand othercontrollers,particularlyin portableapplications.
The 82401Aconsistsof a plasticcase, HP-ILinput and output
connectors,a custom eight-bitl/O processor,a 16K-byteROM,
and discretecomponentsto reduce EMI (electromagneticinterference)and provideprotectionagainstdamagecaused by ESD
(electrostaticdischarge).(SeeFig.4 on page 20 for an exploded
view of the HP 82401A.)This package plugs into a recessin the
back of the HP-71B. A 254-pageuser manualexplainsand illustratesthe use of the module and its software.
Module Architectule
A block diagram of the 82401A HP-IL Module'sarchitecture
whichdraws
is shownin Fig.1. Themodule's8-bitl/O processor,
its powerfromtheHP-71B mainframe,handlesthe HP-lLprotocol.
This freesthe HP-71B'sCPU f rom the choresof drivingthe loop,
therebyenhancingthe overallspeed of the system.The 16K-byte
ROM enclosedwithinthe module provideskeywordextensions
to the HP-71B BASICoperating system.These keywordsallow
the user to perform l/O operationssuch as device control,file
transfer.and remoteoperations.The softwarein this ROM also
providessupportfor up to three interfaceloops on the HP-718.
Secondaryaddressing provides l/O capabilityfor using up to
930 devices on each loop,
The dual-CPUarchitecturecombinedwith hardwareoptimized
of f ramesin the module'sl/O procesfor automaticretransmission
sor makes the HP-71B one of the fastest HP-IL controllersto
date,withdatatransferratesexceeding5000bytesper second.
l/O Processor
The module'sl/O processoris an 8-bit CMOSmicroprocessor
A buildingwithon-chipROM,RAM,and customl/O interfaces.
block design approach reduced development time and the

amountof externalcircutry requiredto supportthe module.The
major blocks in this microprocessorare the CPU, an 8-bit prescalabletimer/counter,an interfaceto the HP-71B system bus,
and an interfaceto the HP-ILtransmittersand receivers.
The l/O processor'sfirmwareallowsa higher-levelinterfaceto
HP-lLthan the traditionalHP-lLInterfacelC.2Ratherthan interfacing to the loop at a frame-by-framelevel, the module's l/O
processorenablesthe HP-71B to send commandssuch as "Address the loop" or "Find a device of this class." Data and commandsare passedbetweenthe two CPUsthroughan eight-bytewide mailbox,with each CPU controllingfour bytes. Hardwareaided handshakingsimplifiesthe messagesending process.
The l/O processorprovidesinputand outputdata buffers,each
about 65 bytes long. The l/O processor implementsthe loop
protocoluntil data is receivedor requestedor an interruptcondition is met. By requestingserviceon the HP-71Bsystembus,
the l/O processorsignalsthe HP-71Bthat one o1theseconditions
has occurred.The l/O processormaintainsloop integrity-powmaintainsvarious
ers up the loop,keepsthe f rametimeouts---€nd
loop conditionssuch as controller,talker,listener,and serialpoll
responses.With this informationtucked away in the l/O processor, it is a natural extensionto plug in another l/O processor,
enablingmultipleHP-lLloopsto resideon the HP-718.
Software
The module's16K-byteROMprovides50 keywordsthatextend
the HP-71B BASICoperatingsystem.Some are new keywords,
and othersare extensionsto existingcommands.Syntaxfor the
keywordsfollows the l/O command syntax used on HP Series
80 and Series200 Computers.File manipulationcapabilitiesin
the HP-71Bare extendedto work with HP-IL mass storagedevices such as digital cassette and flexible disc drives. These
extensionsallow files to be created,purged, read, written,and
orotecled. In addition, conversionbetween internalBASICliles
and TEXTfiles is extendedto HP-ILmass storagedevices.Files
specifiedin RUNand CHAINstatementsare automaticallycopied
from HP-ILas reouired.
The COPYkeyword has been extendedto allow file transters
to and from devicesotherthan massstoragedevices.Thisability
to copy a file to and from an interface(e.9., HP-ILto HP-IB)
makes communicationwith other computerseasy.
Start-Up
Whenthe HP-71Bis poweredup, the 82401Ascansthe loop,
identifyingthe types and locationsof printerand displaydevices.
Automatic PRINTER
1S...and DISPLAY
1S...assignments route
printerand displayoutputto appropriateperipherals,freeingthe
user from havingto configurethe machinemanuallyto available
peripherals.The display output is tailoredto match the type of
display device. For example,if a printeris assignedas the DlsPLAY1S...
device,the displayoutputis sent afterthe user presses
the Et{DL|NEkey on the HP-71B.This avoids havingany of the
previouseditingsequencesappearingin the printout.lf the loop
is disconnectedor the module is removed.output from PBTNT
and DISPcommandsrevertsto the HP-718'sdisplay.

Transmil

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the architecture of the HP 82401A
HP-IB lnterface Module for the HP-718 Computer.
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Addressing
Flexibilityin creating an applicationis enhancedthroughthe
implementationof six device specificationmodes.Two of these
modesindicatea specificlocationof a loop,threemodesidentify
a device by its name or device class, and the last refersto the
volume label of a mass storage medium. An example is the
specificationof a device by describing its class. For instance,
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the command COPYBUDGET
TO :TAPEwill copy a file BUDGET
from the HP-71B's RAMto the first HP 82161ADigitalCassette
Drive found on the looo. The command cAT .MA|Lwill return
catalog intormationfor the first mass storagevolumefound with
a volume label MAIL.
Instrument Control
Multiplekeywordsare providedto simplifyfinding,polling,and
settingup an instrument.All the variousformattingoptions provided by the HP-71Bmainframeare availableJoruse with the
HP-lL keywords for entering and outputtingdata. For special
applications,the user can control devices at a frame-by-frame
tevet.
The HP-71Bcan act eitheras systemcontrolleror as a device
under the control of anothercomputer on the loop. Keywords
providedin the module'sROMallowthe userto exchangeconlrol
with other computerson the loop. An extensionof this general
capabilityallowsanothercontrolleron the loopto give commands
to the HP-71Bas if they were coming from its keyboard. lf the
HP-718 is off at the time a command is received by the l/O
processor,the HP-718 automaticallyturns on to process the

once the decision was made to implement these two
keywords, security becamevery complicated. The execution code for POKEcontainsmany special checksto ensure
that a protected file stays that way. POKEdoes not alter a
protectedfile, but that alone is not sufficient. For example,
the HP-71B file chain is a linked list in which each file
headercontainsan offsetto the next file in the chain. Hence,
a special check was added to the POKEroutine to guard
against poking into the file length field. Otherwise, poking
a larger offset into the length field of an unprotected file
could make the following (possibly secured)file look like
part of the preceding unprotected file, allowing it then to
be poked at will.
Open Machine Concept and Documentation
The HP-718 is designedas an "open machine" to make
it easierfor others to do customization and expansion. The
open machine concept is a statementof the design team's
objectiveto maximize the scopeof applicationsaddressable
by the I1P-71.8,acknowledgingthat individual users and
outside vendors will help accomplish this.
To support this concept,a full detailed set of documentation was developed----athree-volume IDS (Internal Design
Specification).The first volume contains information pertaining to the operating system design, such as data structures, systemRAM configuration,file headerlayout, explanations of statementparse and decompile,how to write a
LEXor BINfile, and how to write a poll handler. The second
volume contains information on every supported entry
point in the machine, including entry and exit conditions,
subroutine level use, and register use. The third volume
contains all the source code and documentation for the
entire 64K-byte operating system. The first two volumes
include a table of contents and an index,
As mentioned above, the PEEK$and pOfE statements
were implemented to allow low-level interaction with the
operating system from BASIC. This is one of many areas
in which Volume I of the IDS can be a valuabie resource.

command.In addition,the HP-71B hasthecapability
to recognize
and respondto interruptsfromthe HP-lLwhileit acts as a device.
Thiscapabilityallowssmall-scalelocalareanetworking,resource
sharing,and multipointdata collectionapplications.
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HP.IL
The optional 824o7A HP-IL Interface Module (seebox
on page B) enables the HP-71B to interface with a variety
of peripherals at an enhanced data transfer rate of 5000
bytes per second,which is 25 times the HP-IL data rates
on the earlier HP-41CComputer.The function setavailable
in the 824014 eliminates any need for a separateUO ROM
for the HP-718.
Software
The software pacs currently available for the HP-Z1B
include Finance,Circuit Analysis, Surveying,Text Editor,
Curve Fit, Math, and FORTH/Assembler.The Finance Pac
has most of the functions of the HP-12CCalculator,with
its user interface modeled after the arrangementof the Hp12C'stop row of keys.
The Circuit Analysis Pac runs several times faster than
previous circuit analysis software written for HP's Series
40 and Series B0 Computers. In addition, it can handle
much larger circuits and is designedfor use in a portable
environment.
The Surveying Pachas a friendly file managementsystem
and solves for angular and linear relationships between
multiple coordinate points.
The Text Editor Pac allows easy editing of texr files and
provides formatting capability for any HP-IL printer, including Thinklet. One of the many features of the formatter
is the ability to write a single letter or memo and then
specify a distribution list so that each document is personalized as it is formatted.
The Curve Fit, Math, and FORTH/AssemblerPacs are
discussedin detail in the articles on pages22,24, and 32,
respectively.
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SoftGonfigurationEnhancesFlexibilityof
HandheldComputerMemory
by Nathan Meyers
EVERAL IMPROVEMENTS incorporated into the
custom CPU of the HP-71B Handheld Computer
have considerably enhanced the speed and utility
of this processor over those used in earlier HP handheld
products. Most notably, a new feature of the bus architecture-soft memory configuration-has greatly increased
the flexibility of the system. Soft configuration means that
some devices occupying the address space do not have
fixed locations;their addressesare assignedto them by the
CPU. Putting the responsibility on software for configuring
the system allows a tremendous amount of freedom in determining memory laYout.
There are two categoriesof devices that occupy address
space: memory (RAM and ROM) and memory-mapped I/O
(inpuVoutput devices that use a small piece of address
spaceto communicatewith the CPU).The HP-718 operating system software is responsiblefor assigningaddresses
to all such devicessomewherewithin the available 512Kbyte address space.This task is handled by a 1500-byte
routine that executes whenever the computer powers up,
cold starts,executesFREEPORTor CLAIMPORTcommands,
or recoversfrom a module-pulled condition or an lNlTsequence.
The challenge in designing the memory configuration
software was to come up with a scheme that would offer
flexibility in the RAM/ROM mix, maximize the use of the
addressspace,allow for future device types to be defined,
and. of course, work within the electrical constraints of
the devices being configured.
Memory Layout
The HP-718's CPU and all other devicesreside in a 1Mnibble (a nibble is half of a byte) address spacethat ranges
from hexadecimal address oo0ooto hexadecimal address
FFFFF.Certain devicesare hard-configuredas follows:
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AddressRange

Device(s)

00000to I FFFF
2C000to 2C01F
2E100 to 2E3FF
2F4ooto2FFFF

Operating systemROMs
Card reader interface
Bit-mappeddisplay and timers
RAM in display driver chips (1.5K)

All other devices are soft-configured in the remaining address space. Specifically, memory-mapped I/O is configured in the spacefrom 20000to 2C000,extensions to system
RAM (memory available to the user) are configured upward
from 30000,and ROMs are configured in the spaceremaining above the end of system RAM (indicated by a pointer
called RRtueruo).
System RAM begins in the hard-configured RAM (the
exact address is a function of system requirementsJ and
extends upward according to how many additional RAMs
are available. An HP-718 with nothing plugged into its
four ports contains 16K bytes of soft-configurableRAM, so
system RAM extends to 37FFF.
SystemRAM contains a file chain (a linked list of files)
and buffer list built upward from low memory, and stacks
and variables built downward from high memory' as shown
in Fig. 1. Each plug-in ROM contains a file chain that begins
+ 8 nibbles relative to the beginning of the ROM and is
structured exactly like the file chain in systemRAM. ROMs
contain nothing analogousto the variables, stacks,and buffers stored in system RAM.
Electrical Behavior of Devices
Soft-configurable devices have data and control lines to
interfaceto the systembus and two additional lines, DAISYused to make the configuration scheme
lN and DAISY-oUT,
work. These lines are used in a serial "daisy chain" to
establishan order as shown in Fig. 2'

Fig. 1. Organization
of HP-718systemRAMin the memory
addressspace.AVMEMS
and AVMEME
are pointersmarking
the stattand the end of the availableRAM addressspace.
Devices have two configuration states----configuredand
unconfigured.When configured,a deviceoccupiesaddress
spaceand respondsto normal memory-accessinstructions
: DAtSy-tN.
{i.e.,reads and writes). In this state,DATSY-OUT
A configured device can be unconfigured by two bus commands: RESET,which unconfigures all devices, and
UNCNFG,
which unconfiguresa deviceat a specificaddress.
When a device is unconfigured, it does not occupy address space.In this state, its DA|SY-OUT
line is held low.
The device will respond to only two bus commands,and
only when its DATSY-|N
line is high: tD, which causesthe
device to supply a S-nibble identification, and COrurrc,
which causes the device to become configured to a
specified address.These daisy-chain conventions ensure
that only the first unconfigured device on the chain responds to these commands. By holding DAtSy-tNhigh to
the first device, the softwareobtains the device's identification, then configures it and moves on to the next device.
In this way, all deviceson a daisy chain are configured.
The lD command is an important part of the configuration
scheme,since it identifiesthe device'stype, size,and other
pertinent information.The five digits supplied in response
to an lD command contain the following information:
I Nibble O : 74 - log, (sizein K bytes)for memory (value
of I to F allowed for RAM, 7 to F allowed for other memory) and : 18 - Iog, (sizeinKbytes)formemory-mapped
UO.
r Nibble 1 is reservedfor future use.
r Nibble 2 : devicetype. 0 : RAM, 1 : ROM, 2toE:
unassigned,and F : memory-mappedI/O.
I Nibble 3 is unassignedif memory. If memory-mapped
VO, 0 identifies the HP-IL mailbox and i. to F are unassigned.
r Nibble 4's high bit is setif deviceis last in the daisy chain.
A device cannot be configured to just any arbitrary ad-

Fig. 2. Soft-configurable devices in the Hp-718 are connected in daisy-chain fashion and each device has lts own
control and data |ines connected to lhe syslem bus.

dress. Its configuration address must be on a boundary
correspondingto its internal addressspace.That is, a 1Kbyte RAM must be configuredon a lK-byte addressboundary. Electrically, the upper nine bits of its addressserveas
a chip selectaddresswhile the lower eleven bits serve as
internal addressingwithin its 2K-nibble space.
There are six daisy chains, called ports, in the HP-718
(Fie. 3). The first one, port 0, runs through the 16K bytes
of built-in systemRAM and then to the HP-IL port. DAtSy-lN
to the first chip in port 0 is tied high. The next four chains
are those going to the four module ports in the front of the
computer;they are software-switchablelines from the CPU.
The last daisy chain, port 5, is a software-switchableline
from the CPU to the port for the optional card reader, allowing installation of soft-configurabledevices in that port.
Configuration Design Challenges
The configuration software must determine which devices are present, where they should be configured and,
most important, how to preservethe integrity of the system
when the memory configuration is changed.Some of the
major challengesthat had to be met duringthe development
of the configuration code are discussedbelow.
Determining what's out there. The code needs to have a
complete inventory of what devices are available before it
can decide how to configure the system. To get this information, the softwareperformsan identification prepass,in
which it requestseach chip's identification and then configures the chip to address 40000.First, all chips in port 0
are identified and configured;this is necessarybecausethe
DAISY-INline to that port cannot be turned off. Once all
port 0 chips are configured, the software energizes each
successivedaisy chain and identifies and configures all
chips on that chain. A table is built in hard-configured
RAM that will be usedto assignaddresseslater.Configuring
all devicesto the sameaddressat this time is not a problem
as long as the code does not try to accessthe devices.The
chips will later be unconfigured and reconfiguredto their
assignedaddresses.
The table does not contain one entry for every chip.
Instead, every sequenceof identical chips in a module
results in one table entry. A 4K-byteRAM plug-in module,
for example, would have a table entry identifying it as
containing four 1K-bytechips. An HP-IL module results in
two table entries----onefor its ROM and one for its electronic
interface (mailboxJ. After the table is built, it is split into
three subtables:RAM, ROM, and memory-mapped VO.
Each is handled differently. By processingthe chips by
device type rather than by port number, the software is
fairly insensitive to a plug-in module's exact position.
RAMs needn't occupy adjacentports to work properly. In
fact, the port number is not the most important factor in
determining a chip's address,as we shall see later.
Extending the user RAM. To be useful, the user RAM must
be a contiguous extension of memory from address 30000
(where hard-configured RAM ends). Given the configuration addressboundary requirements mentioned above,this
presentssome difficulty in assigningaddresses.
To resolve this difficulty, the RAM subtable is sorted in
orderof size-largestto smallest.Thenaddresses
areassigned.
Since the RAM configuration begins at address 30000and
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Port 0.00

Port 0.01

Module Port'l
Module Port 2
Module Port 3
Module Port 4
Reader Port 5

sinceall RAM chips must be 512x2\ bytes (n : 0, 1, ' . , 6),
this ensuresthat all RAM chips can be configured contiguously and on legal addressboundaries.(The port number
is a secondary sort key. Devices with the same chip size
are configuredin port number order.)For example,suppose
an HP-718 Computer contains the following RAMs:
Port 0: Built-in 16K-byteRAM in 1K-byte chips'
Port 1: 4K-byte RAM module consisting of four 1K-byte
chips.
Port 2: 16K-byteRAM module consistingof four 4K-byte
chips. (This is a theoreticalexample;at this time
there is no such module available')
Port 4: 16K-bytemodule consistingof two 8K-bytechips
(also theoretical example).
For this case, addresseswill be assignedas follows (remember,this is a nibble-orientedaddressspace):
to 33FFF:First chip in port 4
SOOOO
34oooto 37FFF:Secondchip in port 4
38oo0to 39FFF:First chiP in Port 2
3A000to 3BFFF:Secondchip in Port 2
3Ooooto 3DFFF:Third chip in Port 2
3E0ooto 3FFFF:Fourth chiP in Port 2
4ooOO
to 407FF:First chiP in Port 0
408ooto 40FFF:Secondchip in port 0
a
a
47800to 47FFF:Sixteenth chip in port 0
48oooto 487FF:First chip in Port 1
48800to 48FFF:Secondchip in port 1
49oooto 497FF:Third chip in port 1
49800to 49FFF:Fourth chip in port 1
At this early stageof the configuration code, the chips
are not yet configured to these addresses.Theseaddresses
are merely written into the RAM subtable. The configuring
of chips to their assignedaddressesoccurs after all chips
in all subtables are assigned addresses.For continuity,
however,this article will continue to discussthe challenges
of system RAM configuration before moving on to other
types of devices.
Accommodating new RAM plug-ins. What if the user turns
off the machine and inserts additional RAM plug-ins?The
configuration code must be able to restore system integrity.
Therefore, the configuration tables are not thrown away
after the system configuration is completed. They are kept
in the configuration buffer area in RAM. The tables can
then be used to comparethe old configuration to the new
configuration, and the code can determine what must be
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HP-IL Port 0

Fig. 3. fhere are six daisy-chain
in theHP-718 labeled
config urations
as ports0 through5 as shown.
done to restore system integrity. For example, assumethat
an HP-718 is configured with a aK-byte plug-in memory
module in port 2, and that the memory is occupied as
shown in Fig. 4a. Now assume that the user turns off the
machine and plugs another 4K-byte module into port 1 and
a 16K-bytemodule consisting of two BK-bytechips (theoretical deviceused for illustration purposesJin port 3. Following the configuration rules explained above, the memory
will now look as shown in Fig. ab. Adding RAM introduces
"bubbles" into the memory that, in this example, disrupt
the integrity of both the file chain and the stack space.To
solve this problem, the configuration code compares the
old and new configuration tables and determines which
RAM devices are new (in new table but not in old table)
and which RAM devices are missing (in old table but not
in new table). If any devices are missing that were not
contained entirely in available memory, the computer performs a cold start (memory reset), since this is an umecoverable disruption of system integrity. If there are any new
devices, the configuration code rearrangesthe contents of
memory to restore integrity. By moving data around, it
effectively moves the bubbles into available memory (Fig.
4c). The code is general enough to handle any number of
new bubbles and restore system integrity properly.
Devising a method to remove RAM modules nondestruc'
tively and having a ROMJike RAM, with an independent
file chain similar to plug-in ROMs. These two challenges
are mentioned together because they have the same solution. That solution is known as "independent RAM."
An independent RAM (IRAM) is treated like a ROM' It
is not configured as part of system RAM, and can therefore
be removed without destroying system integrity. It contains
a file chain just like a ROM, and any IRAM that can retain
data when unplugged (a technological possibility) can be
used to transfer programsbetween machines.
The user can designate any RAM to be an IRAM by
executing the FREEPORTcommand, and can unfree an
IRAM with the CLAIMPORTcommand. Since it is not possible for the software to change a chip's identification (to
distinguish an IRAM from a RAM), IRAMs are implemented
by writing a specialsequenceof I nibbles to the beginning
of a RAM module. When the configuration identification
code is executed as described earlier, each RAM module
is first configured to address Sooooand the first B nibbles
are read. If they match the special IRAM sequence, the
RAM is treated like a ROM; its table entry goes into the
ROM subtable and the module is not configured as system
RAM.

RAMEND -

*Theoletical example, 16K
RAM Module not available.

l+\

-L v"rLut""
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| +/
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Fig.4. (a) HP-718 system RAM configuration with a 4K-byte RAM module plugged into port
2. (b) SystemRAM configurationafter another 4K-byte RAM module is plugged into port 1 and
a theoreticat16K-byte RAM module (used for illustrationpurposes) ls lnserted into port 3. This
/eaves gaps or bubbles in the address space which are then moved by the configuration
software to the available memory address space as shown in (c).

When the user freesa RAM module, the FREEPORTsoftware verifies that there is enough availablememory to remove the RAM. If so, it rearrangesmemory to exclude the
designated RAM, writes the B-nibble IRAM sequenceto it,
marks the old configuration table to indicate that this RAM
was deliberately removed (so that a cold start will not be
performed when the RAM is discovered missing) and executes the configuration software.
This ends the discussionof systemRAMs. The problems
of configuring ROMs and memory-mapped I/O are much
more straightforward. As with RAMs, the software builds
tables indentifying which ROMs and memory-mapped VO
devicesare plugged in. The main purposeof thesetablesis
to record where everythingis so,for example,the HP-71B's
operating system can locate all of the file chains or the
824O1AHP-IL Module's software can determine where its
mailbox is configured.
Configuring ROMs efficiently in the remaining address
space.In all discussion here, "ROM" is shorthand for all
memory devices that are not used as system RAM: ROM,
IRAM, and any possible future memory types.
Unlike system RAM, ROM has much looser requirements
for what goes where. The only restriction is that identical
devices in a plug-in be configured together in daisy-chain
order. In other words, a 3zK-byte ROM module containing
two 16K-byte chips must be configured with the chips next
to each other in the addressspace-this keepsthe file chain
in one piece. There is, however, also a need to use address
spaceefficiently in configuring ROMs. ROMs can get quite
large, and 512K bytes of addressspaceis easy to use up.
The configuration software handles the problem by sorting
the ROM subtable by size (as with RAMs) and configuring
from largest to smallest.
Unfortunately, simply configuring upward from MMEND
will not, in general,
is usually not possible,since RAMEND
occur at a legal configuration address for a large ROM. So
the softwarebreaksthe ROM configuration into two parts:
1. For largechips (32K bytes and larger),the softwareconfigures the module at the highest legal configuration

addressthat will hold it. So a 96K byte ROM module
consistingof three 32K-bytechips will be configuredat
the highest 32K-byteaddressboundary that is capable
of hosting 96K bytes of contiguous memory without
configuring over something else (such as the operating
system ROM or other large chips).
2. For small chips (16K bytes or less),modules are configured contiguously in the holes remaining after the large
chips are configured.
Configuring memory-mapped I/O devices. These are devices that occupy addressspace,but are not memory. The
HP-IL mailbox is an example;it occupiesB bytesof address
spacethat the CPU readsfrom or writes to when performing
HP-IL operations.To meet this need, a separatepart of the
address space (zooooto 2BFFF)is designatedfor use by
memory-mapped I/O. The sizes handled here are very different from those of memory. Memory-mappedI/O devices
typically occupy only 8, 16, or 32 bytes of addressspace.
To make efficient use of the available address space,memory-mapped I/O devices are configured in order of their
size (as with system RAM).
Configuring everything in daisy-chain order after addresses
are assigned.The three subtablesare merged and sorted by
port number and daisy-chain position. The software then
stepsthrough the tables,configuring each device to its assignedaddress.The subtablesare once againseparatedand
saved in the configuration buffer area for future reference.
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GustomCMOSArchitecturefor a Handheld
Computer
by James P. Dickie
HE ELECTRONICSSYSTEM for the HP-71B Computer is based on seven custom CMOS integrated
circuits and a liquid-crystal display (LCD) designed
into a packagethat allows users to customize the HP-71B
easily to their needs. A simplified block diagram of the
mainframesystemis shown in Fig. 1. The systemis batterypowered,requiring no power supply, and consistsof a CPU
and three display drivers mounted on the underside of the
keyboard/displayprinted circuit board. A four-chip 64Kbyte ROM hybrid and four 4K-byte RAM hybrids are
mounted on the I/O printed circuit board. The four RAM
hybrids in combination with the 1.5K bytes of display
driver RAM provide 17.5Kbytes of built-in RAM. Connections to the four RAM/ROM ports in the front of the HP-718
and the HP-IL (Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop) port in the
back of the machine are made via the I/O printed circuit
board. The port for the optional card reader connects to
the keyboard printed circuit board.
The CPU was designedand optimized for use in handheld computer products.It usesa 64-bit internal word size,
operateson a 4-bit data path, and uses 20-bit addressesto
provide a 512K-byteaddressspace(the largestavailablein
this size of machine). The large addressspaceeliminates
the problem previoussystemshad in bank-switchingROMs
and RAMs to obtain a larger memory space.The instruction
set is basedon the style of architectureused in the HP-41C
Computerl and is oriented toward the arithmetic nature of
handheld calculators with the capability of both hexadecimal and binary-coded decimal (BCD)arithmetic.
The CPU incorporates two functions normally delegated
to support chips-keyboard control and clock generation.
The keyboardlogic consistsof a general-purposeinput register (16 lines) with interrupt capability and a general-purpose output register (12 lines). The output registeris also
used to drive the daisy chainsto eachport (seearticle about

memory configuration on page 10) and, in combination
with external circuitry, to drive the piezoelectric beeper at
one of two selectedaudio levels.
Three display driver ICs drive the B-row-by-136-column
(including annunciators) liquid-crystal display. One of
these three drivers acts as the master and generates the
display clock, the voltage reference,and the display-on
signal used by the other two display chips (slaves).A 4-bit
software-controlled register modifies the display contrast
and optimum viewing angle by adjusting the value of the
voltage reference signal. The master/slavefunction and addressingof a display driver chip are selectedby two configuration pins that are tied high or low on the printed
circuit board. Each driver chip supplies 512 bytes of hardconfigured RAM and a 24-bit crystal-controlledoscillator
resolution. The timers are used by
timer with 1/srz-second
the HP-71B'soperating systemto implement the real-time
clock system.
The optional 824oo{ Card Reader Module provides the
HP-778 Computer with inexpensive mass storage. The
handpulled magnetic cards can each record up to 1300
bytes. The card format and modified frequency modulation
(MFM) coding are the same as that used by the internal
card readerof the HP-zs Computer,zwhich allows an interchangeof TexTfilesrecordedwith the HP-75'sLIF l format.
The 824004 consistsof a two-chip hybrid, the external
components for the analog circuit, and a three-coil magnetic head in a self-aligningmount. The analogIC, which
is a modification of the IC2'3used by the HP-75's card
reader, receives signals from the head and converts them
to digital signals. The hybrid digital IC converts the serial MFM coding into data bytes and buffers them for the
HP-71.8.
The 82401A HP-IL InterfaceModule (seebox on pageB)
providesthe HP-718with high-speedI/O and the capability

Flg. 1. Simplified block diagram
of the HP-718 mainframe svstem
electronics.
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to drive the whole line of HP-IL peripherals.This module
is the first HP-IL interface that supports the entire HP-IL
definition in the baseconfiguration.Using primary addressing, up to 31 peripheralscan be controlled, and up to 930
peripherals can be controlled through secondaryaddressing. The B24O7Ais designedto allow the HP-71B to be a
loop device or controller as well as an interface for up to
three loops.
The 824014 consistsof a two-chip hybrid containing a
16K-b1te ROM and a newly designed I/O processorthat
allows block communication transfer rates in excess of
5000 bytes/s.Also included are discrete components required for isolation, electrostaticdischarge(ESD)protection, and impedancematching.
System Bus
The HP-718bus structurewas developedfor use in handheld computer products.The structure maximizesthe performanceof the systemwhile minimizing the interconnect
required for each system IC or port.

The systembus is a fully multiplexed +-bit address,instruction. data. and command bus. In addition, there are
two control signals-a bus clock -STR(also referred to as
strobe)and a command/datasignal'cD. The bus commands
used by this systemare listed in Table I. "STRis driven by
the CPU and servesto synchronize all bus transfers.-STR
is not a true system clock, since it can remain inactive
(high) for cycleswhen the CPU is busy performing internal
operations.The "cD line indicateswhether dataon the bus
is a command ("cD low) or data (.CDhigh). In addition,
and
memory devices may have two other lines: DAISY-IN
DAISY-OUT.
The architectureof this systemallows memory
to be located dynamically in the overall addressspaceof
the CPU (512K bytes) and these two lines are used during
the addressassignmentprocess(soft configuration,seearticle on page10).
All bus operations are initiated by the CPU. The CPU
startsa specific transfer on the bus by driving the 'CD line
low before-STRgoeslow. While'CD and "STRare low, the
CPU drives a command on the bus and all devicesin the

Table I
HP-718 System Bus Gommands
Code

Mnemonic

0

NOP

1

ID

PCREAD

DPREAD

PCWRITE

DPWRITE

LOADPC

Action
All devicesignore'STRuntil a new command is loaded.
The unconfigured device that seesits
daisy-chaininput high sendsits fivenibble identificationcodeon the
following datastrobes.
Readusing program counter. The device
selectedby the systemprogram counter sendsdataaddressedby its local programcounteron the following data
strobes.All devicesincrement their
local program counters each data strobe.
Readusing datapointer.The device
selectedby the systemdatapointer
sendsdataaddressedby its local data
pointer on the following data strobes.
AII devicesincrementtheir Iocal
datapointerseachdatastrobe.
Write using program counter. The device selectedby the systemprogram
counterloadsthe dataon the following
strobesinto the location addressedby
its local program counter. AII devices
increment their local program counter
eachdata strobe.
Write using datapointer.The device
selectedby the systemdata pointer
loadsthe dataon the following data
strobesinto the locationaddressedby
its local datapointer.All devices
increment their local data pointer each
data strobe.
Load program counter. All devices
load the dataon the following datastrobes
into their local program counter, loworder nibble first. After all five nibbles
aretransferred,the command code is
automaticallychangedto e.

LOADDP

B

D
E

Load data pointer. All devices load
the data on the following data strobes
into their local data pointers, low-order
nibble first. After all five nibbles are
transferred, the command code is automatically changed to z.
CONFIG
The unconfigured device that sees its
daisy-chain input high loads the following five data nibbles into its configuration register, Iow-order nibble first.
UNCNFG
The device currently addressed by its
local data pointer unconfigures itself.
The device then responds to CONFIG
and lD commands only. The local
data pointers must be loaded immediately preceding an UNCNFG
command.
All chips that require service pull one
data line high during the next'STR low.
Reserved
BUSCC
The device currently addressed by its
local data pointer performs a specialized operation as defined by the individual device.
Reserved
SHUTDOWN When the CPU has received a SHUTDN
instruction it issues this command and
turns off its oscillator. Each device
responds based on its own special
requirements.
All devices reset their configuration flags
fif applicable) and perform other local
resets based on their own special requirements.
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system latch the command on the rising edge of -sTR.This
strobe is referred to as a command strobe. The command
issued during a command strobe specifies the operation
that is to be performed on each succeeding .STR until
another command is issued.At all times when data or an
address is being transferred, -cD is held high. A strobe
issued while 'CD is high is referred to as a data strobe.
Addressing
Each device that resides on the HP-71,8system bus has
two 20-bit address registers-the local program counter
and the local data pointer. A device responds to data reads
and writes only if its local addressregister (programcounter
or data pointer depending on the read or write command)
is within its addressconfiguration. Only the addressof the
first nibble of data to be transferred needs to be sent. since
both the program counter and the data pointer are capable
of incrementing once each data strobe.This greatly reduces
the movement of addresseson the bus. Each device is either
permanently addressed (hard-configured) at a specific address or capable of being dynamically located (soft-configured) at many addresses.
A soft-configurable device also has an ID register and a
configuration register. The ID register is a 20-bit read-only
register programmed to provide device specific information
required to identify its classification (RAM, ROM, memorymapped I/O, etc), memory size, and in some cases,positional information (such as last device in a module). The
configuration registeris up to 20 bits in length and positions
the device within the system memory space. The actual
size of this register is determined by the number of upperorder bits required to specifu the device completely.
The HP-718's operating system allows soft-configured
devices to have addressspacesranging in size from 8 bytes
to 12BK bytes. All devices are configured such that the
upper-order bits of the local address register are compared
with the upper-order bits of the device configuration register (hard or soft). If thesebits are identical, the device has
an address match and responds to read and write commands.The number of upper-orderbits comparedis determined by the number required to specify the device's memory size within the total address space. For example, a
device with an addressspacesize of tK bytes (2K nibbles)
requireseleven bits of address,leaving the upper nine bits
for its configuration address.
Configuration
A soft-configured device powers up unconfigured. When
unconfigured,a device only respondsto the lD and coNFlG
line low. The lD comcommandsand drives its DAISY-OUT
mand identifies a device before it is configured in the system. If a soft-configured device is unconfigured and sees
its DAISY-lN
line high, it outputs its five-nibble identification
code (low-order nibble first) on the five data strobes that
follow the lD command.
A soft-configured device is assigned its configuration
addressby the CoNFIGcommand. If an unconfigured device
seesits DAISY-IN
line high, it loadsthe configurationaddress
issued on the five data strobes immediately following the
command (low-order nibble first) into its configuraCONFIG
tion register. A device may latch only the number of high-
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order bits it requires as determined by its memory size. On
the following command strobe, the device sets its configuration flag.
Once configured, a device no longer responds to either
an lD or a CONFTGcommand, and drives its DAISY-OUTline
to the same logic level as its DAISY-INline. The DAISY-OUT
Iine of one device may be tied to the DAISY-IN line of a
second device. In this manner many devices are daisychained together so that they are configured individually
to different addresses. After being configured, a device
waits until the next command strobe to set its configuration
flag. This delays the change in its DAISY-OUT line so that
the next device on the daisy chain is not configured
simultaneously.
A device may be unconfigured by either a RESET or an
UNCNFGcommand. The RESETcommand simultaneously
unconfigures all soft-configured devices in the system. A
device responds to an UNCNFG command by clearing its
configuration flag if the data pointer is within its address
configuration.
A hard-configured device powers up configured to a specific address and does not respond to an lD, coNFlc, or
UNCNFGcommand. A RESETcommand does not affect its
configuration. If the device has a DAISY-OUTline, it is always
driven to the same logic level as its DAISY-INline.

DataTransfers
The CPUreadsthe contentsof a specificaddresslocation
by first sending a LoADPc or LOADDP command followed
by the five-nibble address.The addressis sent, least-significant nibble first, with the data being latched on the rising
edge of 'STR. After the last address nibble is loaded, the
command automatically changesto a PC READor DPREAD
and the addressed device sends one nibble each strobe.
The CPU may also perform a read without sending a new
address by issuing a PC READor DP READcommand. The
addressed device responds by sending one nibble each
strobe.
The CPU writes the contents of a specific addressedlocation in a similar manner. The addressneed not be loaded
before a write operation. A write is performed by issuing
a PCWRITEor DPWRITEcommand followed by the data to
be written. If the address is required before the write operation, the CPU issues a LOADPC or LOADDP command
followed by the five-nibble address. After the address is
loaded, the CPU issuesa PCWRITEor DPWRITEcommand
and places the data to be written on the bus.
All devices increment their local address registers once
each data strobe during read and write operations. It is
possible for a read or write operation to begin in one device
and cross the address boundary into another device. Currently the CPU reads or writes up to 16 nibbles during an
operation, but the architecture allows reading and writing
more than 16 nibbles at a time.
Shutdown and Wakeup
The CPU has two fundamental states----operatingand
standby. To place the CPU in standby mode, a SHUTDN
cominstruction is issued.The CPU sendsthe SHUTDOWN
mand and on the ensuing cycle stops the system clock
(.STR)and its own clock. In standbymode,all CPU-resident

and system memory is preserved.
The CPU is brought out of standby mode either by pulling
an input register line high (pressinga key), or by driving
the "CDline low. On wakeup the CPU starts its clock and
immediately drives -CD low with a NOpcommand. If the
CPU detects that a severe low-voltage condition has occurred while it was in standby mode, the CPU program
counter is forced to zero and hexadecimalmode arithmetic
is asserted.A LOADPC is the first command issued after
the NOPcommand and the current CPU program counter
value is loaded into all devices'local program counters.
At this point, the standard instruction fetch sequenceis
initiated. If the CPU was awakened by an input register
and interrupts are enabled,then a normal interrupt occurs
before an instruction fetch.
-CD is driven low to wake
up the CPU by a device in the
system that needs service while the system is in standby
mode. If a device wakes up the CPU and the CpU shuts
down without satisfyingthe device'sneed for service,the
device may not wake up the CPU again until the service
request has been satisfied. This avoids a situation where
the operating system does not know how to handle a device's servicerequestand thereforeis not allowed to shut
down.
Service Poll
If a device needs service while the CpU is operating,it
must either wait until the CPU executes a service request
instruction (SREO),
or if it has the capability, interrupt the
CPU using lRla (availableat all ports).The SREeinstruction
causesthe CPU to issuea POLLcommand,followed by one
data strobe during which the CPU latches the bus data in
the manner of a usual read. A device may respond to the
servicepoll by pulling one of the bus lines high. Since the
CPU prechargesthe bus low every cycle before -STRgoes
low, the data read by the CPU is a binary OR of all device
responses.
The followingHP-Z7B devicescan wake up the CpU and
can respond to a service poll on the bus line shown:

Device

Bus Line

DisplayDriver
HP-ILChip

BUS[0]
BUS[1]

CardReader

BUSt2l

Service Request
Timerunderflow
Dataavailable, interrupt,
power-onreset,loop service request
FIFO (first in, first out)
servicing,error condition.
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Packagingthe HP-71B Handheldcomputer
by ThomasB. Lindberg
HE PACKAGING OF Trm HP-71B COMPUTER is
heavily basedon the proven designsof the HP Series
1OCalculatorsand the earlierHP-75Computer.l The
styling follows a similar horizontal format, offering a block
QWERTY keyboard with a numeric pad on the right side.
Fig. 1 shows an explodedview of the HP-718 and identifies
many of the componentsdiscussedbelow.

Mainframe
TheHP-718mainframeis formedby two subassemblies:
the top caseassemblyand the bottom caseassembly.The
two subassembliesare electrically connected by a flexible
circuit, which is reflow soldered in place using focused
infrared light. As with the HP-75 Computer and the Series
10 Calculators, aluminum overlavs in the case halves are
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Fig. 1, Exptoded view of the HP-71B Computer showing the various packaging features. The
marnframeh composed o/ lwo subassemblies:the top case assemblyand the bottom case
assembly.The top case assemb/ycontainsthekeyboard,display,and CPUand displaydrivel
piezoeleccircuitry. The bottomcase assemblycontainsthebuilt-inmemory, power circuits,and
plug-in
modules
other
and
readerlrecorder
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Fig. 2. Explodedview of a typicalplug-in modulefor the
HP-718.TheROMis surface-mounted
on the undersideot
theprintedcircuitboardin the center.
used to provide parallel ground planesfor effectiveshielding of the CMOS circuitry againstelectromagneticinterference and electrostaticdischarge.2
The top caseassemblyconsistsof the keyboard and the
liquid-crystal display. The CPU, display drivers, and clock
circuitry are mounted in this subassembly.The bottom case
assemblycontains circuitry for handling both ac and battery power, as well as all ROM and RAM. Besides the
battery compartmentand piezoelectricbeeper,the bottom
case assembly provides four ROM,&.AM module ports, a
card reader port, and an HP-IL (Hewlett-PackardInterface
Loop) interface module port. When installed, these optional modules are fully contained within the HP-718's
mainframe to maintain its compact silhouette.
The injection-molded keycaps are separatedfrom the
underlying key contactsby an elastomermembraneto enhance tactile feedback and to protect the underlying circuitry from dust. The key contacts for the keyboard are
based on snap discs connected in a daisy-chain fashion.
The display is mounted to the printed circuit board using
elastomericconnectorsand a rigid stainless-steelclip for
mechanicalshock protection,a method similar to that used
on Series10 Calculators.

The custom 4-bit chip set plays a significant role in the
mechanical packaging.A typical B-bit computer system
would require at least 30 signal lines to connect the standard ICs required. With HP's custom chip set, eleven signals provide the same interconnection function, allowing
trace routing and connectionsto be made with fewer lines.
The high-pin-count CPU and display drivers use the same
flatpack surface-mounted-devicepackagesdeveloped for
the Series10 Calculators.The low-pin-count RAM, ROM,
card recorder, and HP-IL ICs use the hybrid packaging
method developedfor the HP-41CHandheld Computer.3
In the top case assembly,the display and key contacts
cover a major portion of the printed circuit board, restricting the use of discretecomponentsand leading to the application of surface-mounteddevices.A total of elevensurface-mountedresistors,capacitors,and inductors plus four
ICs packagedin72-lead flatpacksare placed on this board.
Placementis done by a robot using optical registrationto
improve location tolerancesand reduce the need for manual touch-up. Silk-screenedpolymeric resistors are used
for electrostaticdischargeprotection of the key contacts,
an application where these components' loose resistance
tolerancesdo not affect performance.
Twenty IC chips are mounted in the bottom caseassembly to provide the HP-718's built-in 16K RAM and 64K
ROM. The memory density requirement in the available
6.1-cm-by-2.6-cmarea exceedsthe capabilities of dual inline and/or flatpack packages,and hence requires the use
of hybrid packaging. Four ICs each are chip-on-board
mounted on the same polyimide hybrid boards designed
for use in the plug-in memory modules. Thesehybrid subassembliesare stacked on the motherboard. with their
phosphor-bronzepins insertedlike singlein-line packages.
Other lead components are also loaded before the entire
motherboardis drag soldered.
Plug-ln Modules
The optional plug-in memory modules presented the
challengeof how to stuff a maximum number of memory
chips into a rugged packagewith a total volume less than
6 cubic centimeters.The samehybrid subassembliesused
for the mainframe memory are employed with berylliumcopper spring contactsfor the electrical connection to the

Fig.3. Exploded view of the optional 824004 Card Reader Module for the HP-718.
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Fig. 4. Exploded view of the
82401A HP-IL lnterface Module
for the HP-718.

mainframe. The hybrid subassembly(Fig. 2) with one to
four memory chips-up to 4K bytes of RAM or 64K bytes
of ROM per module-is encasedin plastic by ultrasonic
welding.
Card Reader/Recorder
The optional 824004 Card ReaderModule (Fig. 3) provides an inexpensive and highly portable mass memory
for the HP-71B mainframe. Handpulled magnetic strips
(cards)are the storagemedium. A one-piecehousing that
also servesas the card guide allows alignment of the magnetic head without adjustment. Although the basic card
readerdesignwas originally developedfor the HP-718,the
first version appearedin the HP-75 Computer.aBoth designs use the same head and magnetic cards with prerecordedtiming tracks.Batterylife is conservedsince these
tracks eliminate the need for the constant read/write speed
previously provided by a motor. In addition, the card bit
density of gts flux reversals/cmis roughly double that of
HP's earlier motor-driven readers.The packaging makes
extensiveuse of surface-mountedcomponents,which are
placed by a robot and vapor-phasereflow soldered. The
entire mass storagedevice with 20 discrete components,
two hybrid-packagedICs, magnetic head, and connectors
occupies a volume less than 35 cubic centimeters.
HP-IL Module
The 82401A HP-IL Interface Module (Fig. a) provides
the interface between the HP-718's 4-bit mainframe bus
and HP's serial loop for interfacing portable devices.Hybrid packagingis necessaryto achievethe high functional
density. Two ICs are mounted chip-on-board along with
eleven lead and surface-mountedcomponentson a 3-cmby-3.5-cmprinted circuit board.The circuitboard assembly
is enclosedby ultrasonicallybondedplastic and a stainlesssteelcover.Thetotal modulevolumeis 20 cubiccentimeters'

Summary
With the exception of the silk-screenedpolymeric resistors, none of the design techniquesor manufacturing processesareactually new to HP'sPortableComputerDivision.
Instead, the packagingof the HP-71B representsa refinement of the existing technologies. For example, while
vapor-phasesoldering, snap-disckeyboards,and crimped
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liquid-crystal display assemblieshave all been previously
used at this HP Division, they have not all been used on
the same assembly, It is the combination of these
technologiesthat makes the HP-71B Computer the most
powerful computing device for its size.
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ModuleAdds Curve-Fittingand
OptimizationCapabilitiesto the HP-71B
by StanleyM. Blascow,Jr. and JamesA. Donnelly
ITTING OBSERVEDDATA to a mathematicalmodel
and finding the optimum values for a multivariable
function are common engineeringneeds.To aid the
engineerin performingsuch calculations,a specialplug-in
ROM module was developed for the HP-Z1B Computer.
The Curve Fit Pac is a hybrid of BASIC and assemblylanguage programs stored in a 32K-byte ROM. Two general
capabilitiesare provided:
I Curvefit. Givena user-selectedlinear or nonlinearmodel
function F : (X, P) with up to 20 unknown parameters
pr, p2,.. ., p1 and an arbitrary number of independent
variablesx1,X2,.. ., x., and given a set of m data points
Xi1, Xi2r .

., Xin, yt (i

=

'I.,,

2, . . ., m), where

y is a

dependent variable, find the parametermatrix P* such
that the curve defined by y : f(X, P-) gives the best fit
to the data.
r Optimization. Given a real-valuedfunction F : f(X) of
up to 20 variablesX1,X2,. . ., x1, find the locationsX :
P : [pr, pz, . ., pJr of local minima or maxima (T
indicates the matrix transpose).
The Curve Fit Pac's powerful curve-fitting capabilities
are based on a minimization algorithm known as the
Fletcher-Powellmethod.' For optimization, this algorithm
is applied to the function whose maxima and minima are
to be found. For curve-fitting, the algorithm is used to
minimize a form of 12 (chi-square)function defined by

x'(P): ! 1r,-y,;rw,1'z
where F; is the value
;;". the ith data point and the
", iterate(i.e.,estimate)P, The values
currentparametermatrix
wi areuser-suppliedweightingfactorsand areideally equal
to the standarddeviations of the dependentvariablesyq,if
known. Thus reliable data (small standard deviation) can
be weighted more heavily. With equal weights, this equation correspondsto the function that is minimized in the
usual least-squarescurve-fit method.
A friendly user interfaceprovidesfor entry, editing, storage,and viewing of data. Options for storing the data files
to massstoragedevicesand for printing the dataand results
are provided. The user can select one of the 84 built-in
mathematicalmodels, or if necessary,can write a BASIC
subprogramthat specifiesa desired model.
Functionsnot adverselyaffectedby speedconsiderations
(e.g.,user interface and I/O) are written in BASIC, while
all of the numerical calculationsare done in assemblylanguage(to full 1S-digitprecision)by callablebinary subprograms.The sevenbinary subprogramscan be called directly
by the user. This permits the user interface to be copied
into the HP-718's RAM and customized while still using
the ROM-basednumeric routines.
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BASICPrograms
r OPTIMIZE
and Crr. Theseprogramsprovide the primary
user interfacefor optimization and curve-fitting applications. Each contains prompts for specifying the function
or model to be used, the initial control conditions for
the calculation, and an initial guessfor the function's or
model's parameters.Both programs contain options to
print intermediatereports during the calculation,allowing the user to observethe progressof long calculations.
In addition, the CFITprogramcontains a versatilematrix
editor for entry and manipulation of experimental data.
"Null points" can be added to the array for the purpose
of interpolation.Thesepoints haveno effecton the curve
fit. Routines for printing the data and loading from or
storing to mass storagedevicesare also provided.
I PCENTCHI.
This subprogram provides an evaluation of
the statistical12 distribution function. This function is
useful for evaluating the appropriatenessof a given
model, provided that the weights chosen for the data
accuratelyreflect the standarddeviations of the dependent variables.
r MODELS.
This file is a collection of 46 BASIC subprograms which make up part of the library of models for
curve fitting. Each subprogramreturns the model value
and the gradientof the model function, treatingthe independent variablesas fixed.
Binary Subprograms
The binary subprogramsarecalled with parameters(both
arrays and simple variables)passedby reference.Results
are passedback to the calling routine through the passed
parameters.All of the binary routines mentioned below
except POLYand LtNuse temporary systembuffers during
execution to store intermediate results. This memory is
returned for systemuse on exit from the subprogram.
r POLYand LtN.Thesesubprogramsprovide for evaluation
of all built-in polynomial and linear curve-fit models
(through order 19). Thesebinaries have the samesyntax
as the library of built-in BASIC models. One difference
between these two binary subprograms and the built-in
BASIC modelsis that eachof thesesubprogramsprovides
20 models. The degreeis determined by the size of the
parameter array.
r GRADM
and GRADF.
Thesesubprogramsprovide for estimation of the model or function gradientwhen the model
or function subprogramhas not provided it. The gradient
indicates the rate of changeof the value of the model or
function when each of the parametersis varied a small
amount. It is the vectorof partial derivativesof the model
or function with respectto the unknown parameters.In
the caseof a curve-fit model, the unknowns arethe model

parametersto be determined. In the case of a function
to be optimized, the unknowns arethe variables.In either
case,the number of unknowns can be as large as 20.
CSa. This subprogramcomputes the 12 value (and the
gradient of 12) associated with the user's data and
selectedmodel type,
FP. This subprogram applies the Fletcher-Powell algorithm to a user-specifiedfunction to be optimized (the
determination of local minima or local maxima)'
F|T. This subprogram applies the Fletcher-Powell algorithm directly to CSQfor the curve-fitting application.

An Optimization ExamPle
You are designinga box that will be used to mailwidgets You
want the box to have dimensionsthat will contain the largest
volumeof widgetswhile stillbeing acceptablefor shipmentby
the postal carrier.The postal restrictionsstipulatethat the sum
of the length and girth (perimeterof the cross section)cannot
to Fig.1, and sinceyouwill
exceed100centimeters. Referring
have maximumvolumewhen the lengthplus girth equals100'
you can use the followingequations:
L+(2W+2H)=100

Fletcher-Powell Method
The Fletcher-Powellmethod is a gradient-basediterative
methodto find the locationof a local minimum of a function
, xi. In this
of k variables.* That is, F(X) : F(x' Xz ,
application, k cannot exceed20.While the Fletcher-Powell
method is designed for minimization, the function G :
-F is used for maximization.
Given an initial guessfor the location X : P : [Pr, Pz'
. . . , pklr of a local minimum, the algorithm producesthe
next guessP', obtained as the result of a "search" along a
specified ray emanatingfrom P in k-space.The manner in
which the searchdirection vectorS' : P' - P is determined
distinguishesthis method from other similar methods' Initially, S' is in the direction of steepestdescent(the direction in which P should be changedto causethe most rapid
decreasein F). This direction is the negativegradient of F
at P. Subsequentiterationsuse a modified searchdirection
based on "historical" data kept in a kxk matrix H. This
can substantiallyreducethe number of iterationsnear critical points. Letting S : S'/lls'll (S' normalized to a unit
vector), the current iteration is reduced to a one-dimensional minimization of F along the ray P + tS for t>0 (t is
the step size). This portion of the solution, called LINEis not part of the Fletcher-Powellalgorithm and
SEARCH,
is implementation-dependent.
The overall procedureterminatessuccessfullywhen the
gradient at the current iterate matrix P achieves a norm
less than a user-specifiedlimit called GradLimit.This corresponds roughly to the graph of F being sufficiently flat
(approachinga minimum) at that location. The procedure
terminates unsuccessfully if this condition has not been
achieved and the number of iterations exceeds another
Seethe box on this
user-specifiedlimit called No.lterations.
page for an example of an optimization problem.
LINE-SEARCH
portion of the OPTIMIZE
The task for the IINE-SEARCH
subroutine is to minimize h(t) : F(P + ts) for t>0' The
procedure used is a modified cubic fit along the search
vector to establisht. The procedurebeginsby establishing
a reasonablesearchinterval [to,trl.Let m(t) : the derivative
of h(t) and use the notation:
ho : h(to)' mo : m(to)
hr : h(tr)' ml : m(t.)
hz : h(tz)' m2 : m(tr)
Initially to : 0, so that ho and mo ( 0 are known' After
.Editor'snote:In thisdiscussion,
values,
the primenotationlor P and s indicatessuccessrve

V o l u m e V= W H L = W H ( 1 0 0- 2 H - 2 W )

(1)

All dimensionsmust be greaterthan 0, so you can imposethe
W + H <50, W > 0, and H > 0.
additionalconstraints:
A plot of the contoursof the function V in the W-H plane is
shownin Fig.2. Usingthedefaultvaluesforgradientlimit,number
tries, and number of iterations,and given an
ol L|NE-SEARoH
initialguess of 5 for W and 6 for H, the oPTlMlzEprocedure
proceedson the path shown in Fig. 2 to the final answersof W
: 16.6667cm, H : 16.6667cm, and V : 9259.259cm' L is
then found from the equationV = VHL to be 33 3333 cm.

TI
H
I
I
I

l.-*-l
Fig. 1. Posta/package dimensions.The girth (2W + 2H)
pluslength (L) cannot exceed 100 cm.

\
E
E
t'l
o
I

20
H=so1"-"
t5

Width (cm)

Fag. 2. Plot of constant volume contours for Equation (1)
Maximumvolumeoccurs when H = W : 166667 cm
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a reasonableguessfor tr, h, and m2 are obtained by sampling. The gradient of F is available from the sampling so
that the derivative m(t) can be computed asthe dot product:
m(t) : [VF(P + tS) Ir. s

LINE-SEARCH
algorithm, a suitable referencefor the results
was not to be found. As a result, a software debuggerwas
used to step through the calculationsmanually, permitting
verification of intermediateresultskept in systlm buffers.
The volume of intermediateresultsto check is extremely
The primary goal is to achieve a sampling interval [to,
large.For example,considerthe casewhere a curve is being
trl in which mz ) 0 (correspondingto a sign changein the
fit with a user-written model that has three parametersand
derivative). When this is achieved,* tr-the location of the
does not compute the gradient. Calculation of x2 and the
minimum of a cubic that agreeswith h and m at the endgradient of 12 will require 80 calls to the user's model if
points-is computed. The values of h, and m1 are comthere are 2Odata points. If there are four samples taken per
puted and if satisfactory,**the L|NE-SEARCH
procedureteriteration of the main calculation loop, a single iteration
minates and P' is establishedas P * trS. If unsatisfactory,
will require 320 calls to the user's model!
results h, and m1 are used to establish a new sampling
Second, the user interface programs CFITand OPTIMIZE
interval (shifted,expanded,or contracted)and the process
provide a protective "shell" against invalid data for the
continues. The procedure terminates unsuccessfullyif a
binary programs. Becausethe user may write programs to
user-suppliedlimit labeled No.Triesis exceeded.
call the binary subprograms, the enor-trapping had to be
checked thoroughly. This was done by writing a seriesof
Design lssues
interface programs to simulate calls by user programs.
How to handle errors,which models to select,and how
Third, the HP-71Bimplementsthe IEEEproposalforhanto set up the working environment and user interface were
dling math exceptions.All programs,BASIC or assembler,
someof the designissuesthat had to be resolved.For examhad to be tested to ensure that overflow, underflow, and
ple, to eliminate leaving a user deep within the binary
extended default numbers such as Inf (infinity) and NaN
software with no way to recover when an error occurs, a
(not-a-number)work properly. The complex data types proclean interface to the binary subprograms is needed. This
vided by the HP-718's Math Pac also had to be tested,
is provided by returning to the top program level when an
Fourth, the HP-718's operating system allows the user
error or exception occurs, with a passedcondition code
to selectsettingsnot usually possibleon other computers,
indicating the nature of the error or exception condition.
including key redefinitions, display speed,width settings,
The models were selectedfrom a survey of published
numeric display modes, maintainenceof global variables
libraries and potential users.The models are provided as
(analogousto storageregistersin a calculator),flags, and
BASIC subprograms,with the exceptionof the polynomial
files. This working environment is very important to people
and linear models,which are written in assemblylanguage
who use their portable machines daily. The CF|Tand Opas binary subprograms.
TIMIZEprograms alter many of these system settings during
The architectureof the HP-71B presentedmany special
the course of execution, but restore the settings upon exit.
features for the design of the user interface, in that it has
Extensive testing was done to ensure that this working
the personality of a calculator, yet the capability of many
environmentwas preservedunder all conditions.The funcdesktopcornputers.The user interfaceis designedto work
tionality of the user interface was extensively evaluated
with multiple files in memory and on massstoragemedia.
and optimized for use in the portable environment.
The complex procedures often found on larger computers
Fifth, the memory in the HP-71B can be managedin a
are reducedto simple keystrokeproceduresthat maximize
number of different ways. It is possible to fill the memory
the utility of each keystroke. Functions can be selected
with files until there are just a few bytes left. All of the
with single keystrokes, and entry of numbers is simplified
above issueshad to be tested under extremely low available
by providing default answers in the display-usually the
memory conditions to ensure that errors would not cause
previous entry for the same question.
loss of data.
While ihe curve-fit programs are designed to work in a
Sixth, testing the curve-fitting capability required known
stand-aloneenvironment,the addition of an 82401AHP-IL
data. A BASIC tool was developedto produce data whose
InterfaceModule to the HP-718 permits the use of video
dependent variables were normally distributed about a
interfaces, printers, and external massstoragedevices.The
selectedmodel with known parameters.The independent
programsCF|Tand OPT|M|ZE
are designedto alter the nature
variables were selected at random from specified ranges.
of the user interface,the questionsasked,and the reporting
This allowed comparison between the parametersused to
procedures automatically to conform to the current configgeneratethe data and the model parameters generatedby
uration of the HP-ZfB in the most efficient manner.
the Curve-Fit Pac.
Finally, writing the subprograms for the MODELS
library
Testing the Software
involved deriving the partial derivatives for each model,
Testing this product proved to be a challenge for a variety
leaving ample room for error. The equations and their imof reasons.First, the numerical computation routines are
plementation were reviewed manually and with the assiswritten in assemblylanguage,using the internal 1b-digit
tance of a symbolic math packagerunning on a larger commath routines of the HP-71B.Becauseof the iterativenature
puter system.
of the Fletcher-Powell and CFtt routines, and the special
'lt is possible that this
cannot be achieved.
'tsatisfactory is defined
as when hj < min (ho, h2). Thus, no etfort or sampling time is
expended in an attemptto improvetr. Instead,there is a rapid returnto the Fletchetrpowell
algorithmwhere a new search direction is chosen.
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ROMExtendsNumericalFunctionSet of
HandheldGomputer
by LaurenceW. Grodd and CharlesM. Patton
HE PLUG-INMATHPAC forHP's newHP-71BHandheld Computer further extends the HP-71B'scomprehensivestandard numerical function set to provide a mathematicaltool of unprecedentedcapability and
power in a personal machine. For the first time in a portable
HP computer, a complex data type is available with the
capability of freely mixing real and complex variables, constants,and functions in BASIC statementsand expressions.
This plug-in ROM module also performs the SOLVEand
f| functions of the HP-15C Calculatorl-3and provides a
full set of matrix operations,a sophisticatedpolynomial
root finder, a fast Fourier transform, and extended I/O
(input/output) functions.
Design Objectives
The HP-718'sMath Pac was designedwith the following
goals in mind:
r Provide a powerful mathematical tool set in a convenient, easy-to-useform
* Include all the important functions and operations of
the HP-15CCalculator and the HP-75 Computer'sMath
ROM, extending their capability and friendliness when
possible
n Completely support provisions of the proposed IEEE
floating-point mathematics standard.a
The first objectivewas achievedby coding the bestavailable algorithms into the form of BASIC keywords. That is,
the Math Pac extends the BASIC languageof the HP-71B
computer-the ROM is a LEX(languageextension)file-and
all its functions are programmable or can be executed in
calculatorBASIC.For example,in-place inversion of a matrix A is as easy as typing MATA:|NV(A). All Math Pac
functions are coded in the internal (assembly)languageof
the HP-71B for extended intermediate precision and
superior speed.The "tool set" characterof the Math Pac
is inherent in this keyword approach to providing the mathematical building blocks for handling complex technical
problems.
Selection of the function set was not a major problem,
since long experiencehas shown which functions and operations are most useful. The challenge in achieving the
seconddesignobjective,however,was in extendingcertain
basicfunctions to make the Math Pac'scapability/costratio
the highest in a product of its type. Someexamplesof this
are extension of the integral function J| to handle arbitrary
expressionsin the integrand, as well as handling multiple
integrals in a simple fashion. In addition, the matrix operations were extendedto the complex casewithout the addition of new keywords.
Another design objectivewas mandatedby the fact that
the proposed IEEE standard for handling math exceptions
is supported by the HP-71B's standard mainframe math

routines, and it was imperative that an application ROM
extending the mainframe operating system continue this
support. The difficulty in achieving this objective, however, was based on the fact that provisions of the standard
were not yet extended to most of the Math Pac's function
set. Thus, IEEE exception handling for these functions was
essentially defined by the design team after some consultation with a member of the IEEE committee. For this reason,
it is hoped that the HP-718's Math Pac will set the course
for future extensions to the IEEE standard. Although IEEEstyle math pervades almost every Math Pac function, it can
be made invisible (just as in the HP-71Bmainframe itself)
to the user who prefers working with a more traditional
system of defaults. Exceptions are Math Pac functions
PROJ,and NAN$,which are
IROUND,
NETGHBOR,
SCALEIO,
inherently IEEE-style functions.
Complex Data Type
One of the major featuresbuilt into the HP-71B'sMath
Pac is the ability to declare complex variables and enter
complex constantsin a manner previously available only
on FORTRAN compilers running on large mainframe computers such as the IBM 370.When the Math Pac is plugged
into the HP-778 computer, two new data types become
and CoMPLEX
SHoRT.These
available to the user---CoMPLEX
two declarations enable the user to create complex variables and anays. For example, the statement COMPLEX
z,w(2),v(25,4)
creates a simple complex variable Z, a 2-element complex vector W, and a 25x4 complex matrix V.
createsa
SHORTS(2,2),U
Similarly, the statementCOMPLEX
short-precisio\ 2x2 complex matrix S and a short-precision simple complex variable U.
The COMPLEX
statementallocatesfull-precision complex
variables and arrays. That is, the real and imaginary parts
variable and the real and imaginary parts of
of a COMPLEX
array element each have the same precision as
a COMPLEX
an HP-71B REALvariable-a 12-digit mantissaand a threedigit exponent in the range from -499 to 499. Each part
variableor arrayelementhas the same
SHORT
of a COMPLEX
precision as an HP-71BsHoRTvariable-a five-digit mantissa and a three-digit exponent in the rangefrom -499 to
499. Of course, denormalized numbers, Inf (infinity), and
NaNs(not-a-numbers) are also permitted as parts of couPLEXand COMPLEX
sHoRTvariablesand array elements.
The representation of a complex variable in the memory
of the HP-71Bis somewherebetweenthat of a real number
and an array. For example,the complex number 1 + 2i is
stored like an array in that the number's register only contains a pointer to the data (i.e.,the real and imaginary parts
of the number) and not the actual data, as is the casewith
a real number. However, the complex number's register
does not contain OPTION
BASEor dimension information.
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as is the case for an array's register. Fig. 1 illustrates the
storageof complex variablesand arraysin an HP-718Computer with a Math Pac.
The Math Pactakes care of the overhead of storing values
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(c)

into complex variablesand recalling values from complex
variables.But how are complex constantsentered by the
user and displayed by the Math Pac? The answer is in
ordered-pairnotation. For example, the complex number
3 + 4i is representedby the ordered pair (3,a). Thus, the
BASIC statementsCOMPLEX
Z and z:(1,SQRT(2s))
createa
full-precision complex variableZ and assignto it the complex number 1 + 5i. The Math Pacprovidestwo real-valued
functions REPTand IMPTto extract, respectively,the real
and imaginary parts of any complex number. Thus, for the
: 1 and IMPT(z)
complex variableZ obtainedabove,REPT(Z)
: 5. (The complex number representedby the orderedpair
(X,Y) is defined to be (REpr(x),REpr(y)),
not X + Yi-a
germanedistinction if either X or Y is complex). Probably
the most attractive feature of the Math Pac's complex data
type is the natural and almost completely transparentway
that it blends in with HP-718 real number and array operations. As statedearlier, complex variable assignmentand
value recall operationsappearthe sameto the user as their
real counterparts.Complex variablecreationusesthe same
dynamic allocation schemeas for the real caseso that COMPLEXand CoMPLEXSHoRTstatements can be executed any
number of times, and the appropriate variables are redimensioned, if necessary.Complex variables can also be
assigned real values without losing their type (the imaginary parts are simply set to zero). The HP-718 arithmetic
operations(+, -, x, /, and ^), numeric functions (LOG,SOR,
ABS,EXP,SGN,SlN, COS,TAN,and ReS),and comparison
operators(<, >, : , #,?) areall extendedby the Math Pac
to the casewhere an argument is complex, as are the Math
Pac hyperbolic functions SINH,COSH,and Tltttl. The Math
Pac also containsfunctions specifically useful for complex
operands,such as ARG(argument),CONJ(conjugate),PROJ
(projectiveequivalent),POLAR(polar form), and RECT(rectangular form). In addition, the Math Pac extends the HP718 IMAGEstatementto include formatting specifiersspecifically for complex numbers. As an example of the Math
Pac'sability to calculateusing both real and complex numbers, the numeric expression
sin [(1+2i)(4*si)] +

f(-2.3)x1s-si)
exp [(2+ai)-1]

is evaluated by the HP-71B BASIC expression

l-sBVtes+1

-5)yEXP((2,4)-1)
SIN(1,2)^(4,s))
+ GAMMA(-2.3)xCONJ((3,
for a complex result of

I

(3.049101
11995, .49611522894).

-"1

ComplexAlgorithms
The algorithmsbehind the complex operationsin the

a
a

(d)

a

Fig. 1. Memory storage of complex numbers and complex
arrays in the HP-71B Computer with a Math Pac. (a) coMPLEx
sHoRT yaaable. rb) COMPLEX
variable. (c) COMPLEX
SHORT
array. (d) COMPLEX
array.
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HP- 718's Math Pacarebasedon thoseoriginally developed
for the HP-15C Calculator with obvious extensionsto accommodatethe higher precision of the HP-7fB. Some algorithms were improved to decreasethe relative error over
a wider range of the function's domain and to take advantage of the signed zero of the HP-71B. For example, the
two complex numbers -4 + 0i and -4 - 0i are taken to
be on different sides of the square root function's branch
cut along the negative real axis so that SOR((-4,0)):(0,2)
while SaR((-4,-0)): (0,-2).The greatestcontribution of the
Math Pac in this area.however. is the result of a substantial

design effort to incorporate IEEE arithmetic into the algorithms for the complex functions.
The IEEE proposal specifiesthe existenceof five exception flags: IVL (invalid operation), DVZ(division by zero),
OVF(overflow), UNF(underflow), and INX(inexact).It also
provides for extended default values (denormalizednumbers,Infs,and NaNs)to be returnedwhen continuableexceptions occur. A major part of the complex coding of the
ROM is concernedwith properly implementing this style
of arithmetic. In particular, to incorporate the notion of
infinities into the complex algorithms requiresa complete
rethinking of the basic computational formulas.
For example, consider multiplying two complex numbersZ:x + yi and W:u * vi. Thestandard"rectangular"
formula is
ZxW -- (xu - yv) + (xv + yu)i
W i t h Z : 3 + @ i a n d W : 2 + o i , a p p l i c a t i o n o tf h i s f o r m u l a
yields
Z x W : ( 3 x Z - r c x m )* ( 3 x * 1 2 x m ) i : - @ + m i
using standard arithmetic operations on infinities. However, we can just as well do complex multiplication in
polar form, expressedas
ZxW : r1r2exp [(a1 + a2)i]
where r, and r, are the respectivemagnitudesof Z and W
and a, and a, are their respective arguments,or angles.
Since the real parts of.Z and W are essentiallyinsignificant
compared with their imaginary parts, the only reasonable
values to assignthe aboveparametersare r, : rr: o (lnfon
the HP-718)and a, : a, : rrl2 sothat the polar lormula gives
ZxW : mXm€Xp lbrlz + d|)il

: - exp [ni]

It is clear that the rectangularform of this answer is -o
+ 0i, which is seriously different from that produced by
the rectangularformula.
The problem here lies in the fact that insignificant parts
of the multiplicands are, perhaps erroneously,taken into
account in the above rectangular computation, but are
weeded out in the polar form of the computation. The
rectangular form would indicate that the resulting argument is 3n14,and this is not even intuitively correct.The
solution is to decide in favor of the polar form, which is
more consistentwith common sense.For accuracyreasons,
the polar form is not actually used in the complex multiplication; instead,argumentswith infinite magnitudesare
normalized beforemultiplication in rectangularform (that
is, the finite parts are essentiallyremoved) and the results
are compatible with those produced by the polar formula.
The key to normalizing a complex infinity is to realize that
only ten numbers make sense for arguments of complex
infinities; they are O, d4, Tl2, 3T14,?r, -0, -n14, -r12,
-3d4. and -rr.
This is an example of the design challengesfaced when
dealing with infinities in the complex plane. Even in the
more difficult operationssuch as division and involution,
all possible input casesare exhaustively handled in what
is consideredto be an intelligent and forward-lookingmanner.

Matrix Operations
All of the standard matrix operations are provided by
the Math Pac.Theseinclude arithmetic, inversion, system
solution, transpose,conjugatetranspose,norms, determinant, and inner product. Table I lists the BASIC statements
and functions provided in the Math Pac for matrix operations. A, B, and C are real or complex arrays which may
coincide (that is, representthe samearrays),X is any real
or complex scalar,and N is an integer.
Array Redimensioning
The Math Pac features two types of dynamic array redimensioning:explicit and implicit. Explicit redimensioning
occurswhen actualredimensioningsubscriptsaresupplied
by the user. For example, the statementDIM4(6,6),where
A already exists as a real array, is an instance of explicit
redimensioningby the HP-718mainframe,sincesubscripts
have been supplied. Subsequentexecutionofthe MathPac
statementMATA: ZER(25)
to createa 25-elementzerovector
in the array A, is also an example of explicit redimensioning. Note that the number of A's subscripts has changed
from2toLasaresult.
Implicit redimensioning,on the other hand, is a feature
of the Math Pac and occurs when the array result of a MAT
statement is automatically redimensioned to conform to
the size of the expressionto which it is being assigned.
This is completely transparentto the user. For example,
consider the statementsbelow:
DrMA(3,4),8(10,10)
M A TB : I D N
MATA: |NV(B)
Note that, in the third statement, the matrix A is assigned
the value of the inverse of B, which is a 10x10 matrix.
Although A is not large enough to hold this value, the Math
Table I
HP-718 Math Pac BASIC Matrix Statements
StatemenVFunction

Operation

FNORM(A)
RNORM(A)

Frobenius norm
Row (infinity) norm
Column (one)norm
Inner or conjugateinner product
Upperboundof arraysubscript
Lower boundof arraysubscript
Determinant
Determinmt of last inverted matrix or last
coefficient matrix of systemsolution
Constantmatrix with optional
redimensioning
Zero matrix with optionalredimensioning
Identitymatrixwithoptional redimensioning
Matrix assignment
Matrix negation
Matrix addition
Matrix subtraction
Matrix multiplication
Assignment of a scalarto all matrix elements
Matrix scalarmultiplication
Matrix inversion
Matrix transposeor coniugateUanspose
Systemsolution
Transposeorconiugatetransposemultiplication

cNoRM(A)
DOr(A,B)
UBND(A,N)
LBND(A,N)
DET(A)
DETL
MATA = CON[(redim)l
MAT A = ZER[(redim)l
MATA= ION[(rsdiml
MATA= B
MATA: _B
MATA=B+C
MATA=B-C
MATA= B*C
MATA= (X)
MATA=(x)*B
MATA: INV(B)
MATA=TRN(B)
MATA:SYS(B,C)
MATA=TRN(B)*C

JoURNAL
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Pac automatically redimensions A to be 10x10, just large
enough to hold the inverse of B. A remains 10x10 until it
is destroyed or again redimensioned. Because of this implicit redimensioning by the Math Pac, the user does not
have to worry whether the array results of uRt statements
are the correct size for the operation. As with explicit redimensioning, implicit redimensioning is completely dynamic;
the functions LBNDand UBNDcan always be used to determine the current upper and lower bounds of any array's
subscripts.
As an example of the ease of use of the Math Pac's matrix
operations, consider the following multivariable leastsquares problem. Minimize ll Y-AB ll, where A is a matrix
containing m different sets of values of the n independent
variables X., Xr, . . . , X, and Y is an array containing m
measurements of the dependent variable y, where
yi : bo + b1xi,1 + bzxi,2 + ....

+ b,Xi,, + ei

Here. i indicates the measurement number and e is a residual. The least-squares solution B is given by the matrix
equation:
ATAB : ATY
where

in, only three MAT statements are required to compute the
solution.
Complex Matrix Operations
One of the major contributions of the matrix operations
provided by the Math Pac is the ability to use complex
arrays in all of the matrix statements and functions (except
DET). The operation is performed correctly regardless of
the type of the operand arrays involved. For example, with
a complex type operand matrix, the MAT...TRN and
MAT...TRN...*statements compute the conjugate transpose
of their operands. Matrix addition, subtraction, multiplication, scalar multiplication, and transpose multiplication
use complex arithmetic for complex operands, and so on.
No special keywords are needed to do operations on complex matrices, and the user does not have to do special
transformations on complex arrays before their use in operations. Real and complex arrays can even be mixed in
matrix statements and functions. This is another example
of the natural extension to the complex case inherent in
the function set of the Math Pac. The only restriction on
the use of complex arrays in MAT statements is that a real
array result cannot be assigned a complex array that is the
value of the right-hand side of the MATstatement; otherwise,
the imaginary parts would be lost.
As an example of the ease of use of complex arrays in
Math Pac matrix operations, consider the problem illustrated in Fig. 2. The computation is performed by the program below, using A as the coefficient matrix, V as the
constant vector representing the voltage excitation, and f
as the result vector for the complex currents.

[:''=,,i:::.]

Y
r:lll

L;l

B
" l-fl

Lil

To solve this equation on an HP-71.B Computer with a
Math Pac, the following program sequence can be used:
10 OPTIONBASE1
20 ASSIGN# 1 TO LSQRDATA@ READ# 1; M,N
3 0 D r MA ( M , N + 1 ) , Y ( M )
40 REM **** INITIALIZE
A TO ALL ONES****
50 MATA:CON
60 REM**** READDATA x***
7 0 F O Rl : 1 T O M @ F O RJ : 2 T O N + l
80 READ# 1; A(l,J)@ NEXTJ
90 READ# 1; Y(l) @ NEXTI
100 REM **** COMPUTESOLUTION*xxx
110MATY:TRN(A)*Y
120MATA:TRN(A)*A
130 MAT Y:SYS(A,Y)
The above program assumes that the data is stored in a
data file LSQRDATAwith n and m stored first and the sets
Xi,1, X;.2,
, Xi,., yi stored subsequently. The vector Y
will hold both the dependent variable values and the resulting least-squares solution B. Note that after the data is read
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10 OPTIONBASE1
20 DrMV(4)@ COMPLEXA(4,4),1(1)
3 0 M A TV : Z E R @ V ( 1 ) : 1 0
4 0 R 1 : 1 0 0@ R 2 : 1 E 6 @ R 3 : 1 E 5@ W : 1 5 0 0 0
50 L:1E-2 @ C1:25E-8 @ C2:25E-6
60 MAT INPUTA
70 MAT r:SYS(A,V) @ MAT DISP I
80 DISP"Outputvoltage:"; R3+l(4)

When the above program is run, the MATINPUTstatement
on line 60 first prompts the user to supply the system
matrix A. Note the mixing of complex and real numbers
and the use of program variables in response to the MAT
INPUTprompts:
A(1,1)?(R1,wxl-1/(W*C1)),(0,1/(W*C1)),0,0
[ENDLINE]
A(2,1)? (0,1(W*C1)),(R2,W*L-1/(w*C1)),- R2,0[ENDLINE]
- 1/(W*C2)+ W*L), (0,-W*L)[END LINE]
A(3,1)? 0,- R2,(R2,
A(4,1)?0,0,(0,-WxL),(R3,W*L-1/(WxC2))
[ENDLINEI
The above system of complex equations is solved using
the MAT...SYS
statement (notice the implicit redimensioning
of f to a four-element vector) and the complex current vector
is displayed using MAT DISP:
(1.9957951
386E*4,4.09639908444E-3)
(- 1.44883361
935E-3, -3.56329830828E-2)
(- 1.4540831
738E-3, -.035632760831
)
(5.344581
17O73E-5,-2.25986825661
E-6)
Finally, the complex output voltage is displayed:
Outputvoltage : (5.34458117073,-.225986825661)

(a)

Ir

(11&t0)i
0
-R2
R2+X1i
-R2
R2+X2t
-oU
0
Xr=oL-1/arcr

-ilLrllil
\z=aL-llaCz

(b)
Fig.2. Example of the ease of use of complex arrays in
HP-718 Math Pac matrix operations.To solvefor the complex
currents in the circuit shown in (a), the complex matrices
describing the circuit (b) are entered into the HP-718 and
so/ved us,ng the simple BASICprogram listed in the text.

Matrix l/O Operations
For the powerful matrix operations of the Math Pac to
be completely useful, the user must have a way to input
and output array data easily. This is accomplished by the
Math Pac matrix I/O statements
MATINPUT(arraylist)
MATDISP(arraylist)
MATPRINT(arraylist)
list)
MATDISPUSING(formatstring);(array
MATPRINTUSING(lormatstringxarraylist)
MAT INPUTallows interactive.input of array elements.
When this statement is executed (see example for Fig. 2
above), an array input prompt of the form A(i,i)?or A(i)?is
displayed indicating the need to supply input for a particular array element, Values can be entered for several consecutive elements, separatedby commas.These values can
be numeric expressionsand are evaluated as the input line
is processed.Array elements are assigned values in order
from left to right on each row, from the first array in the
list to the last. If an array is filled before the user's values
are exhausted, then assignment proceeds with the next
array in the list. For example, consider execution of the
following BASIC statements and the associatedMATINPUT
prompts and user responses:
OPTIONBASEO
CoMPLEX
A(1,2)@ DrMB(5)
OPTIONBASE1
TNTEGER
C(2,2)
MATINPUTA,B,C
(1,2),(3,4),s
A(0,0)?
IENDL|NE]
(0,2),5IENDL|NE]
A(1,0)?
A(1,2)?
1,2,3,4
[ENDL|NE]
B(3)?FNoRM(A),
Inf,2xSlNH(8)
SIN(P|),
IENDLINEI
c(1,2)?1,2,3[ENDL|NE]
The first prompt displayed is A(O,O)?,
the first element of

the first array in the MATINPUTlist. The user supplies three
elements and so the Math Pac computes the next element
for which the user
to be assignedand prompts for A(1,0)?,
supplies two more elements. After the A(1,2)?prompt, four
inputs are supplied. Since the first fills the complex array
A, the Math Pac automatically begins to assign the next
array in the list, namely B. The next prompt, B(3)?,indicates
that B(0), B(1), and B(2) were assignedfrom the previous
input. The next responsesEIreexpressions, not constants.
Finally, the prompt is for the second element of C, and the
input is completed on this line. Note that real numbers
were supplied for complex anay elements; the Math Pac
automatically sets the imaginary parts to zero. Of course,
the HP-71B command stack is active during MATINPUT.
There is no need for a separateMATREADcommand, since
arrays are also allowed in the IIP-718's READstatement.
The opposites of MATtNpUTare the Math Pac array output
and unt
statementsMATDISP,MATPRINT,MATDISPUS|NG...,
The MATDISPstatementoutputsthe specified
PRINT
US|NG....
anay list to the HP-718's display (or to an external device
1S...statement) in an unformatted
specified by the DISPLAY
manner. An end-of-line sequenceis output after each row
of every aray so that a displayed set of matrix values actually looks like a matrix. An extra end-of-line sequenceis
output between arrays in the output list. MATPRINTis identical to MATDISPexcept that the array output is sent to the
1S...device if one is connectedto the HP-718. On
PRINTER
the other hand, the MATDlsPuslNc...and Mnt PRINTuslNc...
statements use the format string (or IMAGEstatement line
number) to format the output of array elements in the list.
That is, they are similar to the HP-71B statements DISP
except that they output entire
and PRtNtUS|NG...
US|NG...
arrays. Recall that the Math Pac extends HP-71B IMAGE
strings to include format specifiers for complex numbers.
and MATPRtt'tt
Hence, complex arrays in MATDISPUS|NG...
US|NG...statements must be formatted with complex field
specifiers. For example, supposeA, B, and C are the arrays
of the MATINPUTexample above. Then the statement MAT
DISPA;B;C;would produce the following output in the display of the HP-71B:
(1,2)
(o,21

(3,4)
(5,0)

(5,0)
(1,0)

2
3
4

9.21954445729
-2.06761537357E-13
lnf
2981
23

1

The use of semicolons after each array in the above MAT
DISP statement specifies compact spacing in the output.
However, the statement
MAT DISP USING"6C(K,2D,'|),7(DoDDD.D),3(zzz)"
;A,B,C
would produce the following output in the HP-71B's display.
(1, 2iX3,4iX5,0D

(0,2ix5,0ix1,0D
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2.0
3.0
4.O
9.2
-.0
lnf
2981.0001
002003
The C(K,2D,'|')portion of the above MAT DtSp US|NG...statement is an example of a Math Pac complex field specifier
for formatted number output.

Matrix Algorithms and Speed
The algorithms behind the Math Pac matrix operations
are essentially a combination of the best algorithms from
the HP-85 Computer'sMatrix ROM, the HP-75 Computer's
Math Pac, and the HP-15CCalculator.3These include the
basic compact Crout* factorization underlying the LU decomposition'used in determinant,inversion, and system
solution. The factorizationincludes extendedprecisionaccumulation of inner products,partial pivoting, and a pivot
replacement scheme that enables special attention to be
paid to singular and nearly singularmatrices.The residual
correction algorithms for system solution, the "tag and
cycle" in-placetranspositionscheme,and certainfactorization methods for complex inversion and system solution
were brought over from these older products and improved
in the HP-718 Math Pac.
As is the casein the Math Pac'spredecessors,
no artifical
limits are imposed upon the size of anay operands for any
of the matrix functions (this also includes the polynomial
root finder and fast Fourier transform described later). The
upper bound on the permissible size of array operandsis
a function of available memory alone. For example, inversion of a 45x45 real,20x20 complexshort,or 18x18 complex matrix is perfectly reasonableon a 16K-byte machine.
Of course,these sizes increasewith added RAM.
One major improvement in the matrix operations of the
Math Pac over its BASIC languagepredecessorsis in the
area of speed. This improvement was made possible
through the use of direct pointer manipulation into arrays,
rather than accessing array elements by their indexes
(again,this method of direct pointer manipulation is used
in the polynomial root finder and fast Fourier transform
functions, also with dramatic speed improvementJ.For
example,a 10x10 real matrix is inverted by the ROM in a
mere B seconds.Inversion of a 45x45 real matrix requires
only about 6 minutes. This speed improvement came at
the expense of more ROM space. However, this was not a
major constraint, as was the casein the HP-85 Matrix ROM
and HP-75 Math Pac.
Finally, the fundamental matrix algorithms were modified to account for IEEE-stylearithmetic. As with the complex algorithms, this was a major design challenge.
Root Findlng and Integration
Another major design goal of the HP-71BMath Pac was
'An adaptation
of the Gauss procedure for numericalsolutionof simultaneouslinearequations on digital computers.
lFor a description of LU decomposition as used by the Hp-15C, see pages
31-32 of
reference3.
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implementation of the SOLVEand J| functions of the HP15CCalculator,adding the new capability of allowing these
functions to be nested.The FNROOT
and trurecRAL
functions
of the Math Pac are versions of these HP-15C solve and
integrate functions. In addition to making these implementations faster and more accurate,it was especially important for FNROOT
and lrulecRAl to be versatile and easy to
use. In particular, what was desired was the capability to
be able to solve equations and integrate functions without
first writing a BASIC program to do it, to be able to solve
equations with severalvariables,and to perform iterated
integrals.
A primary issuein the implementationwas that of designating the formal variable in the equation or function-the
variable to solve for in the caseof FNROOT,
and the variable
of integration in the caseof trureenlt. Since it was to be a
formal variable, room should be allocated for it only so
long as the FNROOT
or INTEGRAL
function is in operation,
and there should be no possibility of interference with
other user variables.For these reasons,it was decided to
use special variablesFVABand IVARas the formal variables
for the equation unknown and the variable of integration,
repectively.
The sequencesof operationsfor FNROOT
and |TwEGRAL
are similar in their overall structure:
1. Evaluateand store all the initialization parameters(initial guesses,endpoints, etc).
2. Store away any pending value of the formal parameter
to allow nesting of the functions.
3. Compute a new value for the formal parameterand assign it to that parameter.
4. Evaluatethe expressionto be solved or integrated.
5. Use the result of (4) in the computation of the root or
integral.
6. If the exit criteria are met, then (7), otherwise return to
(3).
7. Restoreany pending value of the formal parameter.
8. Return the computed root or integral.
A Closer Look at FNRoOT
FNROOT
is a numeric-valuedfunction of threearguments,
all of which can be arbitrary real-valued expressions.The
first two arguments represent initial guessesfor the root
(not necessarily distinct), and are evaluated only once to
initialize the process.The last argument, which represents
the expressionto solve,will be repeatedlyevaluated,with
FVARassignedvarious valuesin hope of finding somevalue
for FVARthat causesthe last argument to evaluate to zero.
If such a value for FVARis found, this value is returned as
the value of the function FNROOT(argumentl,
argument2,
argument3).
For example,to solve f(x) : sitr x - cos x for a real
root with initial guesses 1 and 2, the statement
FNROOT(1,2,S1N(FVAR)-COS(FVAR))
could be used.Of course,
if the variable FVARdoes not appear somewhere in the
definition of the third argument,then the function is considered to be constant.
The search for a root proceedsby bent-secant,quadratic
interpolation, and minima-bounding methods, depending
on the detectedshape of the function. FNBOOT
will return
a value when it finds a root, a local minimum of absolute
value, or a pair of neighboringmachine-representable
num-

bers across which the function changes sign, when the
search leads out of the range of representablenumbers, or
when quadratic interpolation has been used eight times in
succession.This last condition is a salety valve to ensure
that the function does not stumble into an endless cycle
causedby peculiar round-off conditions.
The FNRooTfunction has been fine-tuned to locate local
minima of absolute value-as soon as the presence of a
local minimum can be detected,the searchis successively
narrowed, almost inevitably finding the minimum, the exception being those cases that would require more than
eight successivequadratic interpolations. For example,
oo*(ABS(FVAR-29)))^.01
FNROOT(A,B,(1
) will quickly return 29
for many values of A and B, even though the function
1001x-29lo01is quite flat, with a sharp notch at x = 29.
The ability to nest these FNRooT calculations is especially useful for finding roots of functions of complex parameters. For example, we can find a complex root u : x
+ yi of the symmetric TE-mode characteristic equation for
a slab waveguide:

FNROOTfor the function. This means, for example, that if
is zero, then the value returned by the most recently
FVALUE
completedFNRooTis indeed a root (in machinearithmetic).
FGUESSreturns the next-to-last trial root of a completed
FNROOToperation (FNROOTitself returns the last trial
allows an FNRoor that
value). The availability of FGUESS
was terminated by the eighth-quadratic-fit rule to be restarted without any serious loss of information. It also allows the choice of efficient initial guesseswhen finding a
root of a small perturbation of an equation already solved.

A GIOSETLOOKAt INTEGRAL
is a numeric-valued
The integration operator INTEGRAL
function of four arguments, all of which can be arbitrary
real-valued expressions.The first three arguments are used
for initialization and are evaluated only once' The first and
second arguments are the lower and upper limits of integration, respectively. The third argument expressesthe relative error of the computed integrand, and the fourth argument is the integrand itself. Like FVARfor FNROOT,if the
variable IVARdoes not appear somewhere in the definition
(Rcosu)2-u2:0
of the fourth argument, then the integrand is considered
:
to
be constant.
0.6i, we could use the
For a fixed complex R, say R2
proceedsby computing a sequenceof weighted
INTEGRAL
for
u.
solution
program
find
a
complex
to
following
sums of the value of the integrand for selected values of
1OREALX.Y,Y2
the integration variable, IVAR.These sums are accumulated
20Y:0@Y2:1
in an extended-precision, eight-level modified Romberg
30 DEFFNG(X1)
scheme.6On each successiveiteration, the total number of
* COS(X1,FVAR))^2-(X1,FVAR)^2))
40Y: FNROOT(Y,Y2,ABS(0,.6)
sampled integration points is doubled, although the infor50Y2:FGUESS
@ FNG:FVALUE
mation from the previous iteration is retained so that pre60 ENDDEF
viously sampledpoints do not needto be resampled.These
70 x : FNROOT(.s,1,FNG(FVAR))
iterations produce a sequence of approximate integrals
80 DrsP(x,Y)
I ( k , j )w, h e r e k : 0 , 1 , . . . a n d i : 0 , 1 , . ' . , m i n ( k , 7 ) . H e r e ,
Itk,0) is the direct weighted sum of 2* sampled integration
In this program,line 10 setsup X, Y, and Y2 as real scalar
points, and I(k,j) is the Romberg extrapolation given by
variables. Eventually, X and Y will hold the real and imagr(k,j) : (4ir(k,j-1) - r(k-1,j-1)1t1+i- t1.
20
Line
root,
respectively.
parts
inary
of the calculated
At the sametime, a single-precisionweighted sum of the
initializes Y and the auxiliary variable Y2 to be initial
absolutevalue of the integrand at the samesampling points,
estimates for the imaginary part of the root. Lines 30 to 60
E(k), is computed for use in deciding when the extrapoladefine a function of one variable, FNG,whose value at a
point X1 is equal to l[R cos(X1 + Y1i))'z-(X1 + Y1i)'z| tion has been caried out far enough. In particular, if
found a minimum'
evaluated at a point Y1 where FNROOT
l l ( k , i +2 ) - I ( k , j + 1 ) l < e x E ( k )a n d l l ( k , i +1 ) - I ( k , j ) l< e x E ( k ) ,
where e is the value of the third argument of INTEGRAL,
This function also has the side effect of saving the value
then the integral is judged to have converged and I(k,j + 2)
of this Y1 in the variable Y (line 40), and saving the nextis returned as the value of the integral. The final value of
(line
will
50).
These
Y2
guess
in
variable
for
Y1
the
best
exE(k) is also savedand returned through lBouND,a funcbe used as initial guessesfor the imaginary part of the root
tion with no arguments.If approximations I(0,0Jthrough
on the next iteration, on the theory that if X1 hasn't changed
l(75,7) are computed without convergence,then I(15,8) is
very much, then the new Y1 should be closeto the old Y1.
returned as the integral value, but IBOUNDwill return
is a minimum
Line 70 finds a value for X1 for which FNG(X1)
-exE(15), the negative sign indicating the lack of conand assignsthis value to X. The last line displaysthe values
vergence.For many purposes,such as when the integrand
found for X and Y, the real and imaginary parts of a root
is a purely mathematical function, it is reasonable to use
given
program
above,
of the original equation. For the
10-12,the smallestusable value, for e.
the values returned are X : 0.599135765929and Y :
is quite simple. For example,to compute
Using INTEGRAL
0.367178688135.The computed value of the slab waveguide TE-mode equation for this value of u : X + Yi is
1.2
(x2-x)
dx
exactly zero, and so this is truly a root.
|
"*p
Jn
To allow problems such as this to be solved using
can be
12,EXP(IVAR^2-IVAR))
the statement INTEGRAL(0,2,1Ewe neededtwo additional utilities, both of which
FNROOT,
used. As another example, the nested integral
occur in the above program. The utilities are FGUESSand
-r"oshydydx
FVALUE,both real-valued functions of no parameters,
FVALUEreturns the value of the function for the argument
J'. f
returned by the most recently completed execution of
lounruel 31
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can be easily computed by the statementTNTEGRAL(1,5,1E
passedto them unevaluatedand in the statementin which
-12,IVAR*INTEGRAL(0,IVAR,
1E-12, |VAR*COSH(|VAR))).
they are executing,rather than on the system stack. This
The multiple use of |VARin the last example illustrates
situation presentedthe following design problems:
one of the design features of trurecRRl. That is, the value
1. How to keep track of the location of the integrand or
of tVnRis not bound again by an TNTEGRAL
operationuntil
expression,since it is possiblefor its location to change
the integrand is actually sampled. This means that the first
during evaluation.
two occurrences of IVARin the above example refer to the
2. How to pass the current value of |VARor FVARduring
integration variable of the outer integral, while the second
evaluationof the integrandor expressionand keeptrack
two occurrencesrefer to the integration variable of the inner
of pending values for later use.
integral.In addition, when the value of tvARis bound again,
3. How to handle errorsoccurring during evaluationof the
its previous value is saved,and this value is restoredupon
integrand or expression,since in some casesthesewill
completion of an integral.
destroy the system stack, rendering completion of the
To compute a multiple integral where the integrand is
INTEGRAL
or FNROOT
operation impossible,and in other
an inseparablefunction of severalvariables,it is easiestto
casesthey will not.
pass the integration variable's value from an outer to an
4. How to handle the HP-71B'sATTN(attention)key, which
inner integral using a user-definedfunction. For example,
will not interrupt evaluation of a pure expression,but
to compute surfaceareaof the parabloid of revolution z =
should be taken into account for TNTEGRAL
or FNROOT,
x' + yz over the region where 1 < x < Zand 4 < y < b,
since their evaluation can, in certain cases,take a relathe following twoline program can be used:
tively long time.
The
first three problemswere solvedby the use of objects
1ODEFFNF(X):INTEGRAL(4,5,1
E_12,SQR(1
+4*(X^2+IVAR^2))
within
memory known as I/O buffers. The important prop20 DlsPINTEGRAL(1,2,1
E-12,FNF(IVAR))
erties of VO buffers are that they can be found easily, they
The first line of the program defines the function FNF
can store addressesto be updated to the correct values
whose value at X is equal to
automatically whenever memory contentsare moved, and
they can be expanded and contractedas needed. FNROOT
f5
av
and TNTEGRRL
I GnFiiI
eachhavean I/O buffer associatedwith them.
Stackedwithin eachbuffer arethe addressesof the pending
"^
The second line of the program integrates this function
integrandsand expressions,the values of tvnR and rvnn,
with respect to x from x : 1 to x = 2 and displays the
and user-defined-functionnestingcounters(the protection
result. This yields
word). The reason for this protection word is as follows.
User-definedfunctions are a classof expressionsthat allow
f2
Pt
dydx
the execution of statementswithin expressions.To do so,
| .r4| \n+iptA
.r7
they first save the entire system stack present when they
Nesting TNTEGRALS
and FNRoors: A Design Ghallenge
are called, and restore this system stack, along with the
The HP-718'sBASICoperatingsystemrecognizesseveral
value returned by the function, when the definition is fully
classesof operations.Among these are stotementsand exexecuted. For this reason, errors occurring during the
pressions. Some important distinctions between stateexecution of a user-definedfunction within an integrand,
ments and expressionsinclude the related facts that:
say, will not prevent completion of the integral, since the
:. A statement begins and ends in a known state
user can correct the error condition and continue evaluai" Statementscannot be combined with other statements tion
of the function from where it was halted by the error.
to form new statements,but expressionscan be so comErrors occurring within pure expressions,however, do not
bined
allow continuation in this way. The protectionword within
'i Expressionsuse and must leave inviolate the internal
the INTEGRAL
or FNROOTI/O buffer is incremented each
systemstack,but statementsneed not do so
time a user-defined function is called, and decremented
r;! Statementsreturn no value, but expressionsdo.
eachtime a user-definedfunction is completed.This allows
Although the additional latitude allowed in the operation
the INTEGRAL
and FNROOT
algorithms to decide if an error
of a statement would have made the design of rrunOOl and
is continuable (protection word nonzero, so the error ocINTEGRAL
simpler, implementing them as statementswould
curred within a user-definedfunction) or not continuable.If
have made it much more difficult for anyoneto solve comthe error is not continuable, then all the top unprotected
plicated problemsusing them. Sincethey are implemented
levels of the I/O buffer stacksare removed from the buffer.
as expressions,a user can, for example,take the cosine of
The situation with the ATTNkey is similar to that of
an integralby merely using COS(|NTEGRAL(...))
or squarethe
errors. During evaluation of most pure expressions,the
root of an equationby using FNROOT(...)^2,
and most imporATTN key is ignored. If the ATTN key is pressed during
tant, onecan use INTEGRAL(...lNTEGRAL(...tNTEGRAL(...)))
etc.
evaluation of a user-definedfunction, however, execution
An important subclass of expressions are functions.
will stop after completion of the current statement within
Functions are called with their arguments already
the definition. One can then examine the values of varievaluatedand waiting on the system stack.Becauseboth
ables,try somequick calculations,and continue execution
FNROOT
and trurecRnl need to evaluate at least one of their
if desired.Sincethis "stop, check,and continue" capability
arguments over and over, they clearly could not be imseemedso important for potentially time-consumingoperplemented as ordinary functions. They were instead imations like INTEGRAL
and rrunOOr,it was decided to allow
plemented as "funny functions" whose arguments are
user-definedfunctions within the integrand or expression
32 newlerr-pncxeRD JoURNAL
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to handle the ATTNkey if possible. Only if the ATTNkey is
detected either immediately before or immediately after
evaluation of the integrand or expression, indicating that
it wasn't handled by a user-defined function, will more
drastic action be taken. This action is to pretend that the
exit criteria have been met, and return values and update
utility functions accordingly. In the case of tNtecRnl, the
current approximation is returned as the value and the
negated current value of exE(k) is stored for |BOUND.
In
the case of FNROoT.the current value of the trial root is
returned, the previous trial root is returned for FGUESS,
and the value of the expression at the trial root is returned
for FVALUE.
Polynomial Root Finder
Another major contribution of the Math Pac is a very
sophisticated polynomial root-finding scheme. First implemented for the HP-75 Computer'sMath Pac, the objectives for that project'spolynomial root finder were the same
as for the HP-71,8Math Pac:
r The root finder must be completely global-no usersupplied initial guess(es)or stopping criteria should be
required,
r The algorithm must be fast. That is, the basic iteration
should have a high order of convergence.
r The root finder must be able to locate all zeros (real and
complex) of any degree of polynomial with real coefficients. As with the matrix operations, the only limit on
the degree of the polynomial to be factored should be
available memory.
r Overflow/underflow (always a factor in polynomial
evaluation and root-finding programs)should be completely eliminated as a problem.
I The root finder must be reliable. The failure rate should
be very low, zero if possible.
Using the above criteria, the search for an algorithmic
basis for the Math Pac's polynomial root finder uncovered
the FORTRAN program ZERPOL,*originally written for the
IBM 7094 Computer System.A version of ZERPOL
entitled
ZPOLRnow exists in the IMSL library for use on the IBM
370 Computer.ZERPOL
is widely consideredto be the finest
global polynomial root finder. The HP-71B Math Pac version is essentiallyan assemblylanguagetranslation. ZERPOLmet all of the abovecriteria except the fourth, However,
as will be seen,overflodunderflow problems were eliminated in the HP-71BMath Pacimplementation through the
use of a huge internal exponent range.
The Math Pac polynomial root finder is implemented
using the statement MATZ:PROOT(A).The real operand
array A is interpreted as containing the coefficients a11,
oN-r, , . . , dr, ao of the polynomial
r1z1: )

alzk

where a1 is real for k : 0, 7, . . , , N, Since the coefficients
are assumedto be ordered from ap to ae,there are no dimensionality restrictions on the array A. Thus, an (N+1)-element operand aray A represents an Nth-degree polyno'ZERPOL appeared in an MS thesis
by Brian T. Smath(Universityof Toronto, 1967). The
thesis was directed by William M. Kahan. lt is a rewrite of an earlier (1963) version by
Charles S. Dunkl and William M. Kahan for the IBM 7090 Comouter Svstem.

mial. The result array Z must be complex (to hold complex
roots) and will be assignedthe roots of the given polynomial
roughly in order of increasing magnitude. II Z is a vector,
then it will be implicitly redimensioned to have N elements; if Z is a matrix, then it will be implicitly redimensioned to Nx1. For example,the BASIC program
10oPTroNBASE1 @ DrMA(7)@ COMPLEX
Z(1)
- 500
20 DATA5,- 45,225,-425,170,370,
30 READA()
40 MATZ: PROOT(A)
50 MATDISPZ
may be used to find all roots of the polynomial
sz6 - 4sz5 + z2sz4 - 4zsz3 + Tzozz + SzoZ - s00.
When the above program is run, the roots are stored in
Z and displayed as follows:
(1,1
)
(1,-1)
(-1,0)
(2,0)
(3,4)
(3,-4)
Notice that the complex result array Z is implicitly redimensioned to have six elements and that the complex roots
are found in conjugate pairs.

PolynomialRoot-FinderAlgorithm
Beforethe root finder is initiated, leadingzeros,trailing
zeros, NaNs,and Infsare all weeded out of the coefficient
array. Temporary memory is then reserved to hold certain
internal variables,an extended-precisioncopy of the coefficient array (which shrinks in size as roots are found), and
an extended-precision temporary quotient array to hold
deflated coefficients during the polynomial evaluations.
Since the algorithm is not bound by the degree of the
polynomial (in keeping with the third objective above),
this temporary memory use is the only upper bound on
the degreeof the polynomial that can be factored by PROOT.
On a machine with 16K bytes of RAM, a REALoperand
array, and a COMPLEX
result array, factoring a 368-degree
polynomial is reasonable.
The basic iteration used is Laguerre's method where the
Laguerre step at the iterate Z; for the polynomial P(Z) ot
degreeN is (seeFig. 3 and Fig. ):
-NxP(Zi)

P'(Zr)+
The sign in the denominator is chosen to give the
Laguerre step of smaller magnitude. Polynomials or their
quotients of degree less than three are solved using the
quadratic formula or linear factorization. Laguerre's iteration is cubically convergent to isolated zeros, exact for
zeros of multiplicity N-1 and N, and linearly convergent
to zerosof other multiplicities. It is the cubic convergence
of this method that made it attractive in light of the second
objective above.
In keeping with the first objective, the PROOTfunction
is global, partly becausethe user is not required to supply
an initial guess.In other words, no prior knowledge of the
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N

Let P(Z): )

a6Zk

k=O

Evaluation at Real Point Z = x

(Horner's Method)

bN*r : 0
bx : dr + xb1*1

f o r k = N , N - 1 , . . . ,0 .

cr:0
c * : b r + r * X C 1 a 1 f o r k : N - 1 , N - 2 , . . , ,0
drur:0
Or=Cr+t

+XOk+j

f o r k : N - 2 , N - 3 , . . . ,0

P(x) = 5o
P'(x) = 6o
P"(x) : 2do
Evaluationat ComplexPoint Z = x * yi (ModifiedHorner's Method)
Define B = llzll' = x2 + y2, then
bru+r=bn+z:0
br : €\. +2xbp*, - Rbx*,

f o rk : N , N - 1 , . . . ,1

bo : do +xb.t - Rb,
cn-r:cr.r:0
C x = b x + z + 2 x c k + 1- R c * * ,

f o r k : N - 2 , N - 3 , . . . ,1

co=bz+xc1-Rc,
A
i
vN_2-uN_3-v

-n

- Rd**"
d r : c r + z+ 2 x d k + 1
d o = C z+ x d 1 - R d 2

f o rk = N - 4 , N - 5 , . . . , 1

P(Z)=5o1t5,,
P'(Z)-- (b, - 2y2c.,)+ 2ycoi
P"(z) = 2[(co-4y2do)
+ y(3c,-4y2d)i]
Fig.3. Recunencesfor polynomialevaluation.
location of the roots is assumed. The PROOTfunction always attempts to begin its search (iteration) at the origin
of the complex plane. An annulus in the plane known to
contain the smallest magnitude root of the current (original
or quotient) polynomial is constructed about the origin
(referto Fig. a), and the initial Laguerrestep is rejectedas
too large if it exceedsthe upper limit of this annulus fas
would happen if, for example,the first and secondderivatives of the polynomial vanishedat the originJ.If the initial
Laguerre step is rejected, a spiral search from the lower
radius of the annulus in the direction of the rejected initial
step is begun until a suitable initial iterate is found. Once
the iteration process has successfully started, circles
around each iterate are constructed (using techniques similar to the construction of the outer radius of the initial
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annulus about the origin) and modification of the Laguerre
step is made when it is deemed to be too large or when
the polynomial value doesnot decreasein the direction of
the step.Becauseof this step-sizebounding technique,the
the roots are normally found in order of increasingmagnitude, thus minimizing the round-off errorsresultingfrom
deflation.
Evaluation of the polynomial and its derivativesat a real
iterate usesHorner's method, while a complex iterate uses
a modification of Horner'smethodthat, by taking advantage
of the fact that the Horner recurrence is symmetric with
respectto complex conjugation,savesapproximately half
of the multiplications (seeFig. 3).
The PROOTfunction uses a sophisticatedtechnique to
determine when an iterate is to be acceptedas a root. This
eliminatesthe need for user-suppliedstopping criteria and
completes the fulfillment of the first objective. When the
polynomial is evaluatedat an iterate, an upper bound for
the rounding error (dependent upon the machine unit
round-off) accrued during the evaluation processis also
computed. If the computed polynomial magnitude at an
iterate is less than this bound, then the iterate is accepted
as a root. This bound is determined under the constraint
that there must actually exist a machine-representable
number at which the computed polynomial magnitude is
less than this bound. An iterate is also acceptedas a root
if the polynomial magnitudehas decreasedin the direction
of the step at that iterate but the step size has become
negligible with respect to the magnitude of that iterate.
Before the polynomial and its derivatives are evaluated
at an iterate, the imaginary part of that iterate is compared
with the magnitude of the step to that iterate. If the imaginary part is much smaller than the step, then the imaginary
part is set to zero, thus forcing that iterate to be real. This
is primarily a time-saving device since the number of operationsrequiredto evaluatethe polynomial and its derivatives at a real point is much less than that at a complex
point. Also, when a complex root is found, there is 100%
confidence that it is actually complex (and not a real root
contaminatedby round-off) so that both it and its complex
conjugate can be declared as roots.
As the polynomial and its derivatives are evaluated at
an iterate, the coefficients of the quotient polynomial as
the current polynomial is reduced (deflated)by either a
linear or quadratic factor are also computed. When an iterate is accepted as a root, the quotient polynomial then
becomes the current polynomial and the entire procedure
repeats.Note explicitly that the polynomial is only reduced
by real linear or quadratic factors to keep the deflated coefficients real.
If the step size at an iterate becomes negligible with respect to the magnitude of that iterate and the magnitude
of the polynomial doesnot decreasein the direction of the
step, then the PROOTfunction has failed. This is causedby
rounding error contaminating the direction of the Laguerre
step. However, no polynomial has yet been produced that
causeseither ZERPOL
or PROOT
to fail. This nonfailure aspect of zERPoL(and hence of PRooT) satisfies the fifth
objectivelisted above.

Overflow/Underflow in PRoor
As is the casewith any FORTRAN program, ZERPOLoperated on a finite and, comparedto the HP-778, relatively
small double-precision exponent range. For this reason,
ZEBPOLcould occasionally exhibit overflow/underflow
problems that naturally arise during polynomial manipulations. A great deal of zERPoLcoding is dedicatedto clever
minimization of these problems.
One of the design achievementsof the PROOTfunction
is virtual elimination of these overflow/underflow problems. This was accomplishedby the fact that, like all other
operatesinternally on separated
Math Pacfunctions,PROOT
floating-point numbers containing a 1s-digit mantissaand
an exponentin the rangefrom -50,000 to 50,000.Contrast
this range with that available to the HP-718 user (from
-499 to 499),and it is easyto seewhy PROOT
is not plagued
with overflow/underflow problems.
However, to ensure integrity of all the math primitives
called by PROOT,the coefficients of any quotient polynomial. intermediate values in the evaluation recurrences,
bounds on an iterate,etc.arenormally kept in the exponent
range from -5000 to 5000. Even with this dynamic expoComplex Plane

P(z)= j

Smallest magnitude zero
of P(Z) lies within
this annulus

a"zk

where aNao I 0

nent range, PROOTalso contains a scaling procedure designed to eliminate any overflow/underflow problems. The
coefficients are scaled initially so that the maximum magnitude is on the order of 10480(this also helps minimize
deflation round-off errorsl. If extended range overflow is
detected during evaluation of the polynomial and its derivatives, the coefficientsare rescaledby the factor 10-12
in the hope of eliminating the overflow condition. If, as a
result of rescaling, the leading coefficient of the current
polynomial underflows the extendedrange,then a serious
inaccuracy exists. However, this situation is considered
impossible to produce by any user-supplied polynomial.
In fact, the rescaling procedure has yet to be used during
internal testing of the PROOTfunction.
PROOTPerformance
PROOT'sprimary criterion for accuracy is that the coefficients of the polynomial reconstructed from the calculated
roots should closely resemblethe original coefficients.To
check pROOT'sperformance, teconsttuction tests have
been performed using LlSP-supported infinite-precision
arithmetic.
Often, a zero of a polynomial is not a machine-representable number and the PROOTfunction attempts to locate the
closest machine-representable number to that root. For
example,neither of the real roots of the polynomial Z2-2
are machine-representablenumbers and pRoot returns r
1.41421956297,
the closest machine-representablenumbers
to the true roots. A more vivid example is the polynomial
for which PRoor returns
P(Z) : 'ro-7oozz+ Z2 + 2 x 10100,
Now, P(-10too) : 2"101oo,which
a real root at -1E,|OO.
is far from zero. However, it can be shown that -1E100+
R is a root oIP(Z) where -2<R<1. Thus, the true real root
number, with -1E100being
is not a machine-representable
number to the true root.
the closestmachine-representable
Root-finding methods that require a user-specifiedtolerance in the polynomial magnitude as a stopping criterion
would generally fail with this polynomial.
PROOT'sperformancewith isolated zeros is illustrated
by the 100-degreepolynomial
100

PV)=> ZK

R" : min(G'L,F,C)
where G : geometricmean of the zeros : {rlt.j
L : Laguene bound : LoVN
where Lo is the magnitudeof the Laguerrestep from the origin.
F : Fejer bound : magnitudeof smallestmagnitude
zero of
F(Z) : 6"22 + (N-'l)a'Z + N(N-1)ao,/2
C:

C a u c h y u p p e r b o u n d= R A ( r y Z - 1 )

where Ro is the Cauchy lower bound : minimumpositivezero ol

S(z)=laol-j

lu*lt*

Ro is computed using *"*,""-;;;hson
"
initialguessxo = min(G,F,L).

iterationon S(Z) with

Fig, 4. Annulusand equationsusedlo describe the bounding
of the size of the Laguerre step used by the PRoor function
ln its search for roots/see text).

k:o

Of the 200 real and imaginary components of the calculated roots for this polynomial, about half were found to
12-digit accuracy.Of the rest, the error did not exceeda
few counts in the twelfth {or last) resulting digit.
For multiple or nearly multiple zeros,accurateresolution
is difficult for any root finder. Generally, (k-l)/k of the
digits, where k is the multiplicity of the root, will be inaccurate.For example,the polynomial (Z + 1)2o,with - 1 as
^ -^-r
d luut
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ulurllpuully
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following displayed roots:
(-.997874038627,0)
(-.934656570635,0)
(-.947080146258,-.1 60105886062)
( -.9470801462s8,.160105886062)
-. 1786024501
79)
( -.725960092383,
79)
( -.725960092383,.
1786024501
- 2l
e .678701343788, - 6.24034855342E
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complex operand array B contains the N complex input
data points. Since the points are assumedto be ordered
from first element to last, there are no dimension restrictions on the array B. The array A must also be complex
type, and will be assignedthe N complex values that represent the transform of the source data. If A is a vector, it
will be implicitly redimensionedto have N elements.If A
is a matrix, it will be implicitly redimensionedto Nx1.
The foremostdesignobjectivefor the implementation of
the fast Fourier transform falsoknown as the finite Fourier
transform, or the discrete Fourier transform, or just the
FFT) was, quite simply, speed.The standardCooley-Tukey
algorithm is adapted to the machine languageof the HP718, attemptingto squeezeas much speedout of a compuThe roots appear inherently inaccurate, because of the
operation as possiblewithout using array
tation-intensive
high multiplicity of -1 as a root. Between zero and one
processors.
correct digits were expected, even though the first zero
As one measureof the Math Pac'ssuccess,comparethe
found was better than this. However, the reconstructed
time of "more than 12 hours"* to compute a 400-point
coefficients are very good and are shown below (rounded
real-datafast Fourier transform in CBASICon an IMS5000
to twelve digits):
Computer with the HP-718 Math Pac'stime of 254 seconds
Reconstructed
Coefficients to compute a 1024-point complex-data (or, by a simple
OriginalCoefficients
trick, a 2048-point real-data)fast Fourier transform!
1.
1
Although it is pretty clear that the HP-718 with the Math
20
20
Pac's
MAT...FOUR
statementwill not replacethe high-speed,
190.000000001
190
on-line
spectrum
analyzer, together with the other Math
1,1,40
1140
and complex functions it doesprovide
Pac
array
operations
4845
4845.00000003
ways to solveinhomogeneousdifferenand
efficient
simple
15504
15504
tial equations numerically, and to perform convolutions
38760.0000003
38760
important scientific
77520.OOOOOO7 and off-line digital filtering and other
77520
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and
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Plug-lnModuleAdds FORTHLanguage
and Assemblerto a HandheldGomputer
by RobertM. Miller
IIE FORTI{/ASSEMBLERPAC for the HP-71B Computer provides users with an alternate programming
language and allows them and third-party software suppliers to customize the machine for special applications. Four major features are supplied by this a8K-byte
plug-in ROM:
r A FORTH kernel providing the functionality of the
FORTH 1983 Standard word set with extensions such
as string handling, floating-point words, HP-IL capability, and a two-way FORTH/BASICinterface. This portion
occupiesapproximatelyl6Kbytes of the ROM. Theusercreated FORTH dictionary, with about 1K bytes of
FORTH systemRAM, is contained in a special HP-71B
The file is maintained at a fixed
file called FoRTHRAM.
addressat the startof the HP-zrB file chain fseeFig. 1).
An assembler written in FORTH and occupying 15K
bytes of the ROM. The assembler can compile new
FORTH primitives directly into the user's dictionary, or
create binary (BlN) programs and language extension
(LEX)files containing new BASIC keywords. The LEXand
gtlt files created by the assembler do not require the
presence of the FORTFVAssemblerPac to run.
An editor written in BASIC that allows editing and listing
of HP-718 rerr files. These files serve as sourcesfor
both FORTH and the assembler.The editor and the corresponding BASIC keywords fill about 10K bytes of the
ROM.
A remote keyboard capability. The BASIC statement
lS . . . statement
lS . . ., along with the DISPLAY
KEYBOARD
provided by the 82401A HP-IL Interface Module, allows
a programmer to use the keyboard and display of an
external terminal or personal computer for programming
the HP-71B. This removes the difficulty of having to use
the HP-718'ssmall keyboardand single-linedisplay during the development of large applications, The remote
keyboardand/or display can be connectedto the HP-71B
via the HP-IL or, by using an additional interface, via
RS-232-CN.24or the HP-IB (IEEE488).
Design Objectives
The development project that produced the HP-718's
FORTH/Assembler Pac had four objectives:
I To provide an on-board applications development environment that would attract and encourageindependent
software vendors to write software for the HP-71B, or
port their existing software to it
I To encouragevolume end users to use the HP-718 for
their custom applications
I To provide an alternative languagethat would run faster
than BASIC and would provide userswith more access
to the internal architecture of the machine

r To allow technically adept users to customize their HP7'tB.
Why FORTH?
The language/operatingsystem that was finally chosen
to satisfy the design objectives was FORTH, a threaded
interpretive language which was developed by Charles
Moore for instrument control at the Kitt Peak National Observatory. It has since become very popular for controller
applications and is gaining in popularity as an application
languagefor portable and handheld computers.
FORTH is an interpreted language like BASIC in the
sense that a line of commands and data can be typed in
and executed immediately. However, it is also a compiled
languagein that new commands (called words) composed
of other words and data can be compiled as a series of
addressesto be executed. The new word can be used just
like any of the existing words and can be executed directly
from the keyboard or compiled into the definition of future
words.
The design investigation found FORTH to be an extremely flexible tool. Unlike other languagesthat have a
limited number of structures with which to accomplish all
Address

Pointer

30F0c

FIRST

31 t7C

LIMIT (r

file in the HP-718's file
Fig. 1. Structure of the FoRTHRaM.
chain.
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of a user'sapplications,a programmercan extenda FORTH
implementation to provide the structure or tools exactly
needed to accomplish the task at hand. AIso, FORTH is
very fast-typically 5 to 10 times fasterthan HP-Z1BBASIC,
dependingon the application.The fact that FORTHis memory efficient was also a considerationin its selection.Even
with its many extensions to the standard FORTH implementation,HP-778 FORTHrequireslessthan 16K bytes.
Finally, it is easy to program in FORTH. The language
enforcesstructuredprogrammingpracticesand encourages
the developmentof applicationsas a collection of smaller
tasks. The interpretive aspectsof FORTH allow each of
these subtasksto be debuggedeasily. Applications can be
quickly modeled as a series of secondarywords (words
composedof other words). Then, if the application has a
speed-criticalpath, the words involved can be rewritten
as primitive words (words written in assemblylanguageJ.
This kind of developmenthas two very worthwhile benefits: only selected portions of an application need to be
written in assemblylanguage,and each task is essentially
independentof the other piecesof the application and thus
has fewer unintended side effects.
Design Challenges
The most interesting design challenge was making
FORTH peacefully coexist with the HP-718'sBASIC environment. Most FORTH systems are takeover systems in
that they supersedeany built-in operatingsystemand file
system. However, on the HP-718, BASIC is hard-configured-it occupiesaddresses0 through 1FFFF.
It was necessary that users be able to switch between FORTH and
BASIC and have BASIC programsand IEXT and oRtn files
in memoryremain undisturbedby the actionsof FORTH.
A further complication was that, while FORTHtypically
deals with absolute addresses,the HP-718 dynamically
configuresplug-in modulesin the addressspacedepending
on their size and the port in which they appear.Thus, a
typical HP-718module cannotdependon beingconfigured
at a particular fixed address.To make mattersworse,RAM
files also move in memory. If a BASIC program grows or
shrinks, all files in the file chain aboveit shift accordingly.
And the addressin RAM where a user's files begin also
changesdependingon the number of ROM and RAM modules plugged into the HP-718.
Coupled with the above considerationswas the desire
to make use of some of the functions and featuresprovided
by BASIC without having to duplicate them in FORTH.
The design objective was for FORTH words to be able to
execute a function, a statement, or even a program in
BASIC, and then return a result to FORTH. Given that the
interfacewas to be provided in one direction,it alsoseemed
appropriateto allow BASIC to have FORTHexecutea word
or seriesof words and return a result to BASIC.
In researchingthe first problem, that of dynamic allocation of ROM addressspaceand the shifting RAM space,
the preliminary decision was to live within the imposed
limitations of the HP-7fB memory managementscheme.
Working with the dynamic allocation of addressspacepresenteda number of unsavory problems.First, addressesof
words compiled into new words could not be absolute
addresses;instead, thev had to be offsets from the base
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addressof either the RAM or the ROM portion of the dictionary. The high bit of an addressacted as a flag to determine whether the offset was to RAM or ROM.
The basisfor FORTH'sexecutionspeedis the small overhead (in machine instructions) neededto get from word to
word. This overheadcode, typically called the inner loop,
is crucial to a high-performanceFORTHsystem.In a worstcasesituation it is possiblefor a secondaryword to spend
as much as 50% of its executiontime in the inner loop. The
typical action of the inner loop is to fetch an addressfrom
a memory pointer, then fetch the addresscontained at the
first address.and then start execution at this second address. In this implementation, it is necessaryto test the
high bit of the first addressfetched and, depending on the
result of the test, add in either the RAM or the ROM base
address.It is then necessaryto perform the sametest and
add on the secondaddressfetched.Theseadditional operations result in a 35% averageincrease,compared to an
absoluteaddressingscheme,in the number of CPU cycles
to executethe inner loop and thus causean unacceptable
speed degradation.
Luckily at this time during the project,the BASIC operating systemcodehad not yet beenreleasedand the operating
systemsoftwaredesignteam was persuadedto modify the
module configuration algorithm to accomodatethe needs
of FORTH. In the final version, whenever the HP-718's
configuration code seesa module that is hard-addressed
at E0000,it does not configure any modules in the address
space between Eoo0oand FFFFF(6aK bytes). This allows
the FORTH kernel and assemblerto be hard-configuredin
this address space,thus solving the problem of absolute
addressesfor the ROM portion of the FORTH system.The
remaining parts of the FORTH/AssemblerPac-the editor,
FORTH initialization, and the KEYBOARD
tS. . . statementare contained in a soft-configuredROM, which is handled
normally by the BASIC operating system.
It was obviousfrom the beginningthatthe FORTHsystem
variables and the user's dictionary entries would have to
exist within the file structureof the HP-71BBASIC system,
yet always reside at the same address.This was resolved
by using the FORTHRAtvt
file, which is always the first file
in the file chain in the main memory. Directly below the
main memory file chain (in lower memory) are the BASIC
operating system'sconfiguration buffers containing information about the number and size of the modules plugged
in. These buffers have a minimum and a maximum size.
and the starting addressof the main file chain dependson
the current sizeof thesebuffers.When FORTHRAM
is created,
the difference between the maximum and the current size
of these buffers is computed. This amount of memory is
allocated as padding to sit between the FOBTHRAM
file
header and the FORTH system information. Whenever the
BASIC systemperforms the configuration code, it finishes
by sending out a poll informing other modules that the
systemhas been reconfigured.FORTH interceptsthat poll,
recomputesthe differencebetweenthe maximum and current sizeof the configurationbuffer, and adjuststhe amount
of paddingaccordingly.
Another issuefacedby the designteamwas compatibility
with other FORTH systems.Most FORTH systems were
developedforbyte-orientedmachines(whereaddressesare

16 bits long and an addressspecifiesa unique byte), but
the HP-71B is a nibble-oriented machine with 20-bit addressesin which an addressspecifies a unique nibble. It
was determined to be more in keeping with the idea of
FORTH to customize FORTH for the HP-71B rather than
enforce an arbitrary scheme where a 16- or 32-bit quantity
would refer to a 20-bit address.Therefore, all addresses
and data items used by the HP-718 FORTH systemare 20
bits wide. This increasesthe size of FORTH secondaries
(sinceall addressesare 5 nibbles insteadof 4 nibbles long),
but it allows accessto the full addressspaceof the machine.
A more far-reaching changewas initiated becauseof the
portable nature of the HP-718 and its multiple file system.
Unlike other FORTHsystemsthat are disc-based,a frequent
mode of operation of the HP-71B is as a stand-aloneunit
remote from any type of mass storage.This led to the conclusion that the idea of a "screen" (the traditional name
of a FORTH source file) would have to be modified. In
disc-basedsystems,the screenis a 1K-byteblock of space
on the disc divided into 16 lines of 64 byteseach.Progtams
shorter than 1K bytes still consume the entire block and
the lK-byte size prevents the creation of longer programs.
To obtain maximum flexibility for a RAM-based system
where spaceis constrained,the idea of a screenwas modified to meanany legalHP-718TEXTfile. This allows screens
to have an arbitrary number of lines, each of which can be
up to 96 characterslong. (The 96-characterwidth, which
correspondsto the size of the display buffer, is constrained
by FORTH and not the HP-71BTEXTfile type.J
Three "mass memory" buffers, provided within FORTHRAM,are used to compile/execute(called "loading") screens.The loading of screenscan be nested(i.e.,any screen
can contain words that causeanother screento be loaded),
since the information necessaryto reposition the FORTH
system is saved on the FORTH return stack. FORTH will
also load files directly from a massstoragedevice (such as
the 82161,\ Digital CassetteDrive) without requiring the
file to be copied into RAM first.
To make use of the HP-718's excellent floating-point
calculation capability, a full set of floating-point words is
provided. }{P-71.8FORTH implements an HP-style floating-point RPN (reversePolish notation) stack (X, Y, Z, T,
and last X registers).The contentsof theseregisterscan be
manipulated by the FORTH floating-point word set,which
duplicates the function set on the keyboardof the HP-41C
Handheld Computer. Also, floating-point constants and
variables can be created. and words exist to move data
betweenthe floating-pointand integerstacks.This floatingpoint implementation provides a bridge to the HP-71Bfor
users who are accustomedto HP's RPN calculators.
One of the traditional uses of FORTH is in controller
applications. HP-71.8FORTH provides this capability in
conlunction with the HP-718'sHP-IL module. Specifically,
FORTH implements words that correspondto the BASIC
The FORTH words ENTEB
commands ENTERand OUTPUT.
and output allow a user's application to send and receive
data from a device connectedto the HP-718 via the HP-IL.
For other HP-IL operations,a FORTH program can use any
of the 824O7A HP-IL Module's functions through the
FORTH/BASICinterface.
There are four FORTH words that passa string of charac-

ters to the BASIC environment. BASIC evaluatesthe string
as if it were an expression or command typed in at the
keyboard exceptthat, instead of displaying the result, it is
put on the BASIC math stack. FORTH retrieves the result
and returns the value to the appropriate FORTH stack. It
is also possible to invoke the BASIC interpreter and have
it run a programor edit a line into a file. In all cases,control
returns to FORTH after BASIC has finished its assigned
task. These FORTH words are:
r BASICI-returns a value to the FORTH data stack.
r BASICF-returns a value to the X register of the FORTH
floating-point stack.
I BAs|c$-returns two values to the FORTH data stack: the
addressof the string (which has been moved to the padand the number of characters
ding area in FORTHRAM)
in the string.
r BASICX----executes
a function, statement or program in
BASICandreturnsnothingto the FORTHenvironment.
Some examplesof the use of these words are:
I " RUNDATES"BASICXruns the BASIC progr€rmDATES.
I " A*S|N(B/C)"
BASICFevaluates the BASIC expression
A*S|N(B/C)
and returns the value to the FORTH floatingpoint stack.
r " STATUS"BASICIreturns the system status to the integer
data stack.
I " A$[1,5]&CHR$(27)&CHR$(8)"
BASIC$evaluates the string
expression and returns the resulting string to the FORTH
padding area,and the string addressand charactercount
to the FORTH data stack.
The FORTH/AssemblerPac provides analogousBASIC
commands to retrieve values from the FORTH data and
floating-point stacksand alsoallows a userto passa character string containing FORTH words and data to the FORTH
environment for execution:
I FORTHI-returns the top value from the FORTH data
stack (popping that value off the stack).
I FORTHF-returns the contents of the floating-point X
register.
I FORTH$-returns the character string specified by the
two top values on the FORTH data stack: the string address and the charactercount (popping thesevalues off
the stack).
r FORTHX-passesa string of FORTH words to FORTH for
may contain up
execution, returning no value. FORTHX
to 14 optional string or numeric parameters.These parameters, or pointers to the parameters in the case of
strings, are pushed onto the FORTH data stack before
the string of FORTH words is executed.
Some examplesof the use of these words are:
r A:FORTHIsets the BASIC variable A equal to the first
item on the FORTH integer data stack.
r B:S|N(FORTHI/10)
brings the first item on the integer data
stack into the BASIC environment where it is used in
evaluating the expression.The BASIC variable B is set
equal to the result of this expression.
r C:FORTHFsets the BASIC variable C equal to the contents of the X registerin the FORTH floating-point stack.
I D$:FORTH$&CHR$(10)
sets the BASIC string variable D$
equal to the character string specified by the top two
values on the FORTH integer data stack (charactercount
and address)concatenatedwith a line-feed character.
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I FORTHX'BASE
@ HEXSWAPU.BASE!',A displaysthe value
of the BASIC variable A as an unsigned hexadecimal
number.
The Assembler
Most FORTH assemblersare wri.tten in an RPN format.
as is FORTH, and the opcode for each machine instruction
becomesa FORTH word. The drawback to this approach
is that it requires an understanding of FORTH to use the
assemblerand, typically, such assemblersallow few forward referencesto unresolved labels. The design team decided to make the HP-71Bassemblera two-passassembler
using the standard opcode operand format. Since the assembler createsa symbol table during the first pass, there
is no limit on the number of forward referencesallowed.
The assemblercontains a wide range of pseudo-opcodes
to facilitate the creation of either FORTH words, LEXfiles,
or BINprograms. FORTH words are compiled directly into
the user's dictionary. For users who wish to create new
keywords and LeXfiles, a three-volume document is available (HP-718Internal Design Specification)that describes
all of the supported operating system entry points, including their entry and exit conditions, as well as information
on system data structures. In addition, hooks were left in
the assemblerto allow for the processingof new pseudo-opcodes.This allows expansion of the assembler'scapabilities to handle specializedtasks.
The sourcefor the HP-718 assemblerusesHP-71BTEXT
files createdby the editor. The source can exist either in
RAM or on an external device. A listing file can be generated and sent either to an external printer or to a file in
RAM. A difficulty in developing the assemblerwas that it
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was written using a language and system that were themselves under development. The FORTH kernel and the assembler were developed concurrently and so it was often
the case that slight modifications to the FORTH design
caused a ripple effect in the assembler with undesirable
results. However, the concurrent development also had the
beneficial effect that various words and structures could
be added to facilitate the action of the assembler.Furthermore, the assembleris an application program that provided valuable testing of the FORTH Kernel. For example,
the FORTH words to create, find, expand, contract, and
kill general-purposesystembufferswere addedspecifically
for the assembler.Thesebuffers are used to hold variable
space needed by the assembler.When the assembleris
finished running, this spaceis reclaimed.
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